Signs of His soon return. Part # 2
seriously?? wtf

Eve took a bite of the "apple"

she then convinced adam to take a bite.

whatever the apple was eve had it before adam. if it was sex then who did she have it with??? herself?? are we talking about masterbation???

maybe it was just a fruit...

Dude, the entire forbidden fruit story is a powerful metaphor for sex. Read the Book of Enoch to see what happened.

200 fallen angels had a meeting on Mt Hermon, and decided to have sex with earth women.

That's original sin.

It was a risque topic, even in King Jame's day.

So that's what the metaphor is for.
But in Genesis 6, it tells you, plain out what happened.

1 And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto them,
2 that the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose.

2 verses to explain this entire freakin mess we have as humans.

And why God had to die on a Cross to fix it.

yeah, those angels are mentioned in jude, right along with sodom and gomorrah.

they are in the pit.

if satan had done such, he would be to.

the serpent was a beast of the field, not satan.

If anyone claims God **demands** worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

---

**HardTruth**
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**Post: #167**

Signs of His soon return

liz _Wrote:

**HardTruth** _Wrote:

**PeeDee** _Wrote:

he means well

Whats that old christian saying, "The road to hell is full of good intent"?

😊.

Paved.😊

Yep, thats it, thanks!!

😊😊.

---

*If it seeketh, expects, or demands worship, it is not divine!!*

*If an entity were not judgmental and if an entity were not controlling then it would have no need to be either just nor "merciful" in the first place now would it!?* - Cosmiah
Eve took a bite of the "apple"

she then convinced adam to take a bite.

whatever the apple was eve had it before adam. if it was sex then who did she have it with??? herself?? are we talking about masterbation???

maybe it was just a fruit...

Dude, the entire forbidden fruit story is a powerful metaphor for sex. Read the Book of Enoch to see what happened.

200 fallen angels had a meeting on Mt Hermon, and decided to have sex with earth women.

That's original sin.

It was a risque topic, even in King Jame's day.

So that's what the metaphor is for.

But in Genesis 6, it tells you, plain out what happened.

1 And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto them,
2 that the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose.

2 verses to explain this entire freakin mess we have as humans.

And why God had to die on a Cross to fix it.

yeah, those angels are mentioned in jude, right along with sodom and gomorrah.

they are in the pit.

if satan had done such, he would be to.

the serpent was a beast of the field, not satan.

The Bible identifies the serpent as satan in Revelation.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)
the problem is liz, you cant prove that God exists. he has to reveal himself to you in your life.

and in order to achieve that, you haft to diligently look for him.

it is a personal relationship.

I have to say mate that I don't find that much of a problem. The idea that I would go searching for an angry judgemental being in the sky strikes me as ludicrous.

"The difference between stupidity and genius is that genius has its limits."

Albert Einstein

---
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Signs of His soon return

666 Is Now Wrote:

Angry Bird Wrote:

Dude, the entire forbidden fruit story is a powerful metaphor for sex. Read the Book of Enoch to see what happened.

200 fallen angels had a meeting on Mt Hermon, and decided to have sex with earth women.

That's original sin.

It was a risque topic, even in King Jame's day.

So that's what the metaphor is for.

But in Genesis 6, it tells you, plain out what happened.

1 And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto them,
2 that the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose.

2 verses to explain this entire freakin mess we have as humans.

And why God had to die on a Cross to fix it.

yeah, those angels are mentioned in jude, right along with sodom and gomorrah.

they are in the pit.

if satan had done such, he would be to.

the serpent was a beast of the field, not satan.

The Bible identifies the serpent as satan in Revelation.

the bible is a piece of shit and so is revelations. I have explained all this over and over and what I have given you is nothing but the truth. Why will you ones NOT read it. Jesus did say back then, that these cults would happen and nobody would listen. So has it happened. We come, we give ourselves to you
and for what? Now go back and read every post I put in this thread including the one yesterday from the Jesus you love so much and learn something.

The above quoted posts are JUNK people, it doesn't work this way. Jesus and I are partnered as the 2nd Coming organization AbundantHope and you could give a damn, right? We are providing the best we can to your limited boxes you live in and you continue to prefer your boxes. Why is that? Just about everything in this thread is CRAP. Truly it is.

This planet as I keep saying is in 3 major energy streams and this changes everything. That great and nasty Lord you expect, is the WAVE, not a person. The planet's MATTER is being lifted to a higher vibration out of the density, and there isn't jack shit YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT. Man is destined to become a cosmic being and I don't see any one where pretty much who gives jack shit about that. You are not going to stay ignorant babes forever, but you can be moved to other dense worlds, which would be hell.....

God is MIND and you are supposed to be seeking and growing yours in all things. I will go back to Esu's post and quote it again, in case some of you missed the GIFT. Why do we bust out asses for you? Just a fair question. YOU DON'T WANT TO KNOW, you WANT TO KEEP THE LIES, ITS SO EASY THAT WAY. WELL YOUR DEVILS MADE IT EASY FOR YOU. This is the planet of the LIE.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind.

--J. Krishnamurti

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)
Angry Bird
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666 Is Now _Wrote:

Dude, the entire forbidden fruit story is a powerful metaphor for sex. Read the Book of Enoch to see what happened.

200 fallen angels had a meeting on Mt Hermon, and decided to have sex with earth women.

That's original sin.

It was a risque topic, even in King Jame's day.

So that's what the metaphor is for.

But in Genesis 6, it tells you, plain out what happened.

1 And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto them,
2 that the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose.

2 verses to explain this entire freakin mess we have as humans.

And why God had to die on a Cross to fix it.

yeah, those angels are mentioned in jude, right along with sodom and gomorrah.

they are in the pit.

if satan had done such, he would be to.

the serpent was a beast of the field, not satan.

The Bible identifies the serpent as satan in Revelation.

not the serpent of the garden weirdo.
satan was slithering to and from upon the earth???

book of job enlightened one.

the serpent in the garden was cursed to walk on legs?

not according to genesis observant one...

perhaps your getting your books all muddled up from jumping around to quick.

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!
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Post: #174
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NONE SHALL PASS few will enter narrow gate, majority will enter the wide gates of hell muhahahaha..... seriously tho this is our chance to change our sinfull ways times running out look at the state of the world right now, connect the dots.
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666 Is Now Wrote:
Here guys. Since you all derailed my thread. Knock yourself out:

What derailing? You posted a video that as one of its premises accepted a view of a creator and his son that visited earth. Now if to derail your thread is a non acceptance of that premise then I ’m guilty as charged. I don't think thats called derailment however I think it is disagreement.

"The difference between stupidity and genius is that genius has its limits."
Albert Einstein
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Post: #176
Signs of His soon return
liz Wrote:

Angry Bird Wrote:
the problem is liz, you cant prove that God exists. he has to reveal himself to you in your life.

and in order to achieve that, you haft to diligently look for him.

it is a personal relationship.

I have to say mate that I don't find that much of a problem. The idea that I would go searching for an angry judgemental being in the sky strikes me as ludicrous.

angry and judgemental....?

they say we usually view our heavenly Father in one general way.

how you view your earthly dad

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either.

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

---
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Signs of His soon return

900 dead pigs found floating in Shanghai river

IT'S A SIGN!!! IT'S A SIGN!!! HE HAS RETURNED!

Mark 5:11-13 Now there was there nigh unto the mountains a great herd of swine feeding. And all the devils besought him, saying, Send us into the swine, that we may enter into them. And forthwith Jesus gave them leave. And the unclean spirits went out, and entered into the swine: and the herd ran violently down a steep place into the sea, (they were about two thousand;) and were choked in the sea.
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Signs of His soon return

Angry Bird Wrote:
liz Wrote:

Angry Bird Wrote:

the problem is liz, you cant prove that God exists. he has to reveal himself to you in your life.

and in order to achieve that, you haft to diligently look for him.

it is a personal relationship.
I have to say mate that I don't find that much of a problem. The idea that I would go searching for an angry judgemental being in the sky strikes me as ludicrous.

angry and judgemental....?

they say we usually view our heavenly Father in one general way.

how you view your earthly dad

My dad is a beautiful man. :)

"The difference between stupidity and genius is that genius has its limits."
Albert Einstein
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Post: #179
Signs of His soon return
Maggie Wrote:
This is an excellent communication between Esu (one of the two who played the role of Jesus 2000 years ago) and Jess, one of our gifted telepaths who has a special role with Esu later. Just given yesterday. Esu is one of my two best friends in fact, the other being Michael of Nebadon who also was here WITH Esu and is returned. We formed Abundanthope. This is NOT a difficult piece to read. ENJOY it. For it is what is coming during the teaching period and after the long stasis, which is a temporary short term pause to be given to this world, so Gaia's body can remodel and then we can carry on.

http://abundanthope.net/pages/Jess_Antho...enda.shtml

Esu Has an Agenda
Thru Jess Anthony

3-9-13

Esu, we should speak again. This seems to be a time of closure and transition. I ask for your comments and emphases.

Jess, I have things to say. This is a time of change and renewal. The efforts some took against an almost impossibly strong resistance have shown man to be willing and committed. This commitment has generated a light warrior that is guarded in its openness but willing to battle whatever is a barrier to truth.

I will need these warriors as I tackle the erroneous perceptions that man will retain even after the teaching period and the longer stasis. Man will learn, however, and he will acquire a new sense of perspective on how the universe functions within purposes laid out by Christ Michael Aton.

My task is to guide man to an awareness of the new realities of the ascended world he will find himself inhabiting. This will be slow work that will require a host of helpers and teachers. Many of you are in position to take on those roles, even if you don't know this consciously at this point. I know the resources in you untapped, as of yet, and I will approach you with work that will be appropriate for your experiences and conceptions.

I have an agenda I will pursue. We must change man's thinking in the future, and I will address issues dealing with spirituality. Others will focus on living

-- AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 -- page. 9
within this new world, and they will address the means to do this. My emphasis will, of course, affect the focus of the others. The phrase "as above so below" is emblematic of the relationship that must exist between man's concepts and his actions. Spiritual understanding shapes decisions. Actions that result from man's ideas are guided by his thinking.

Man's thinking is influenced by his experience of spiritual truth. Past involvements and the memories that define those encounters color his perceptions. My role is to bring light to man's perceptions and guide the way he experiences new information. His physical circumstances will be different, but he will retain a measure of past beliefs and conclusions. His judgments remain partial until he has the enlightenment I will bring.

The outgrowths of man's spiritual understanding are expressed at present in his religious and philosophical constructs. The tangled systems of belief and cognitive understanding you see reflect these misperceptions of spiritual truth. Religious dogmas have a residue of spiritual truth at their cores, but their elaborate systems of behavioral regulation and penance are nothing but political coverings. The simplicity of spiritual truth has lost its importance and become an insignificant component of mental and physical control.

Man must realize the error of this way. He must recognize that God is within and that all inhabitants are equal. Each is joined in a spiritual network where all become one. The universe was created in harmony. Each aspect functions as part of the whole. Man approximates this harmony by creations of beauty and balance. The notion of aesthetics formalizes this sense of joy and completeness. Man is joyful when he experiences harmony. Spirituality is beautiful, and man must learn to experience it that way. Spirituality is not hardship or suffering, as he often has been told.

Religion is not spiritual, as man defines it. Spirituality is being centered on God's truth and using that foundation to influence all decisions. Actions are beautiful when they are guided by this focus. My work here is to direct man to a perception of his place in this universe Christ Michael Aton has created. I am here to help man find beauty and truth.

The above is FRESH information from the Jesus you ones claim to love so much and know so much about. YOU DO NOT. Not one of you that I found anyway, actually read and commented or asked questions about it. WHY IS THAT? THIS IS FROM JESUS, and his name never was Jesus. His name has been Esu Immanuel for eons and you were given Immanuel coming in the OT, its in there someplace.

I AM THE ONE that he said would be coming in 2000 years. Your churches didn't tell you that one, did they? Its' in the translation of his teaching that was taken by Judas 2000 years ago and much of it was found in the 1960's and translated from aramaic to German, and then to English. Judas and Jesus translated what was still readable HERE. And no one hardly ever gives a shit about it and will open and read the truth. You prefer old dead shit to the truth. 

http://www.freewebs.com/tweeofmeer/pj02.htm for the translation by JUDAS himself, who was the scribe and truly wrote the only written records AS JESUS TAUGHT. Judas went to India with him after the crucifixion. Here is the Aramaic to german to English version here:

http://www.fourwinds10.net/journals/talmud/talmud.pdf This was once available as a PRINT BOOK and you might be able to find a used copy still. It is called the Talmud of Immanuel.
If you people do not start NOW, you are in for a substantial shock as this world changes and will have troubles adopting. "God" and Jesus and the cosmos do not operate according to your childish satan claws beliefs. Why don't you want to GROW? Your question to answer. Not mind, but I sure wish I could understand why you prefer fairy tales to reality. There is some really GOOD teaching in the above piece about what you WILL BE TAUGHT.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn’t true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind.

--J. Krishnamurti,

This post was last modified: Today 01:18 AM by Maggie.
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Signs of His soon return

liz Wrote:

Angry Bird Wrote:
liz Wrote:

I have to say mate that I don't find that much of a problem. The idea that I would go searching for an angry judgemental being in the sky strikes me as ludicrous.

angry and judgemental....?

they say we usually view our heavenly Father in one general way.

how you view your earthly dad

My dad is a beautiful man. :)

then why not give God the benefit of the doubt?

because of israel constantly mucking things up?

are you from them?

chances are your not...

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.
And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

Maggie Wrote:
This is an excellent communication between Esu (one of the two who played the role of Jesus 2000 years ago) and Jess, one of our gifted telepaths who has a special role with Esu later. Just given yesterday. Esu is one of my two best friends in fact, the other being Michael of Nebadon who also was here WITH Esu and is returned. We formed Abundanthope. This is NOT a difficult piece to read. ENJOY it. For it is what is coming during the teaching period and after the long stasis, which is a temporary short term pause to be given to this world, so Gaia's body can remodel and then we can carry on.

http://abundanthope.net/pages/Jess_Antho...enda.shtml

Esu Has an Agenda
Thru Jess Anthony

3-9-13

Esu, we should speak again. This seems to be a time of closure and transition. I ask for your comments and emphases.

Jess, I have things to say. This is a time of change and renewal. The efforts some took against an almost impossibly strong resistance have shown man to be willing and committed. This commitment has generated a light warrior that is guarded in its openness but willing to battle whatever is a barrier to truth.

I will need these warriors as I tackle the erroneous perceptions that man will retain even after the teaching period and the longer stasis. Man will learn, however, and he will acquire a new sense of perspective on how the universe functions within purposes laid out by Christ Michael Aton.

My task is to guide man to an awareness of the new realities of the ascended world he will find himself inhabiting. This will be slow work that will require a host of helpers and teachers. Many of you are in position to take on those roles, even if you don't know this consciously at this point. I know the resources in you untapped, as of yet, and I will approach you with work that will be appropriate for your experiences and conceptions.

I have an agenda I will pursue. We must change man's thinking in the future, and I will address issues dealing with spirituality. Others will focus on living within this new world, and they will address the means to do this. My emphasis will, of course, affect the focus of the others. The phrase "as above so below" is emblematic of the relationship that must exist between man's concepts and his actions. Spiritual understanding shapes decisions. Actions that result from man's ideas are guided by his thinking.

Man's thinking is influenced by his experience of spiritual truth. Past involvements and the memories that define those encounters color his
perceptions. My role is to bring light to man's perceptions and guide the way he experiences new information. His physical circumstances will be different, but he will retain a measure of past beliefs and conclusions. His judgments remain partial until he has the enlightenment I will bring.

The outgrowths of man's spiritual understanding are expressed at present in his religious and philosophical constructs. The tangled systems of belief and cognitive understanding you see reflect these misperceptions of spiritual truth. Religious dogmas have a residue of spiritual truth at their cores, but their elaborate systems of behavioral regulation and penance are nothing but political coverings. The simplicity of spiritual truth has lost its importance and become an insignificant component of mental and physical control.

Man must realize the error of this way. He must recognize that God is within and that all inhabitants are equal. Each is joined in a spiritual network where all become one. The universe was created in harmony. Each aspect functions as part of the whole. Man approximates this harmony by creations of beauty and balance. The notion of aesthetics formalizes this sense of joy and completeness. Man is joyful when he experiences harmony. Spirituality is beautiful, and man must learn to experience it that way. Spirituality is not hardship or suffering, as he often has been told.

Religion is not spiritual, as man defines it. Spirituality is being centered on God's truth and using that foundation to influence all decisions. Actions are beautiful when they are guided by this focus. My work here is to direct man to a perception of his place in this universe Christ Michael Aton has created. I am here to help man find beauty and truth.

The above is FRESH information from the Jesus you ones claim to love so much and know so much about. YOU DO NOT. Not one of you that I found anyway, actually read and commented or asked questions about it. WHY IS THAT? THIS IS FROM JESUS, and his name never was Jesus. His name has been Esu Immanuel for eons and you were given Immanuel coming in the OT, its in there someplace.

I AM THE ONE that he said would be coming in 2000 years. Your churches didn't tell you that one, did they? Its' in the translation of his teaching that was taken by Judas 2000 years ago and much of it was found in the 1960's and translated from aramaic to German, and then to English. Judas and Jesus translated what was still readable HERE. And no one hardly ever gives a shit about it and will open and read the truth. You prefer old dead shit to the truth.

http://www.freewebs.com/tweeofmeer/pj02.htm for the translation by JUDAS himself, who was the scribe and truly wrote the only written records AS JESUS TAUGHT. Judas went to India with him after the crucifixion. Here is the Aramaic to german to English version here:

http://www.fourwinds10.net/journals/talmud/talmud.pdf This was once available as a PRINT BOOK and you might be able to find a used copy still. It is called the Talmud of Immanuel.

If you people do not start NOW, you are in for a substantial shock as this world changes and will have troubles adopting. "God" and Jesus and the cosmos do not operate according to your childish satan claws beliefs. Why don't you want to GROW? Your question to answer.

why not write a book or post it to your christman thread?
If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

---
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Signs of His soon return

Angry Bird Wrote:

Angry Bird Wrote:

666 Is Now Wrote:

yeah, those angels are mentioned in jude, right along with sodom and gomorrah.

they are in the pit.

if satan had done such, he would be to.

the serpent was a beast of the field, not satan.

The Bible identifies the serpent as satan in Revelation.

not the serpent of the garden weirdo.

satan was slithering to and from upon the earth???

book of job enlightened one.

the serpent in the garden was cursed to walk on legs?

not according to genesis observant one...

perhaps your getting your books all muddled up from jumping around to quick.

It's a metaphor. Serpent is a title; not a literal snake.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

---
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Post: #183

Signs of His soon return

666 Is Now Wrote:

666 Is Now Wrote:

Angry Bird Wrote:

The Bible identifies the serpent as satan in Revelation.

not the serpent of the garden weirdo.

satan was slithering to and from upon the earth???

book of job enlightened one.
the serpent in the garden was cursed to walk on legs?
not according to genesis observant one...
perhaps your getting your books all muddled up from jumping around to quick.
It's a metaphor. Serpent is a title; not a literal snake.
yeah........

for the beast of the field!!!
If anyone claims God **demands** worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.
And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either
Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.
And quit calling my bible a religion!
This is an excellent communication between Esu (one of the two who played the role of Jesus 2000 years ago) and Jess, one of our gifted telepaths who has a special role with Esu later. Just given yesterday. Esu is one of my two best friends in fact, the other being Michael of Nebadon who also was here WITH Esu and is returned. We formed Abundanthope. This is NOT a difficult piece to read. ENJOY it. For it is what is coming during the teaching period and after the long stasis, which is a temporary short term pause to be given to this world, so Gaia's body can remodel and then we can carry on.

http://abundanthope.net/pages/Jess_Antho...enda.shtml

Esu Has an Agenda
Thru Jess Anthony

3-9-13

Esu, we should speak again. This seems to be a time of closure and transition. I ask for your comments and emphases.

Jess, I have things to say. This is a time of change and renewal. The efforts some took against an almost impossibly strong resistance have shown man to be willing and committed. This commitment has generated a light warrior that is guarded in its openness but willing to battle whatever is a barrier to truth.

I will need these warriors as I tackle the erroneous perceptions that man will retain even after the teaching period and the longer stasis. Man will learn, however, and he will acquire a new sense of perspective on how the universe functions within purposes laid out by Christ Michael Aton.

My task is to guide man to an awareness of the new realities of the ascended world he will find himself inhabiting. This will be slow work that will require a host of helpers and teachers. Many of you are in position to take on those roles, even if you don't know this consciously at this point. I know the resources in you untapped, as of yet, and I will approach you with work that will be appropriate for your experiences and conceptions.

I have an agenda I will pursue. We must change man's thinking in the future, and I will address issues dealing with spirituality. Others will focus on living within this new world, and they will address the means to do this. My emphasis will, of course, affect the focus of the others. The phrase "as above so below" is emblematic of the relationship that must exist between man's concepts and his actions. Spiritual understanding shapes decisions. Actions that result from man's ideas are guided by his thinking.

Man's thinking is influenced by his experience of spiritual truth. Past involvements and the memories that define those encounters color his perceptions. My role is to bring light to man's perceptions and guide the way he experiences new information. His physical circumstances will be different, but he will retain a measure of past beliefs and conclusions. His judgments remain partial until he has the enlightenment I will bring.

The outgrowths of man's spiritual understanding are expressed at present in
his religious and philosophical constructs. The tangled systems of belief and cognitive understanding you see reflect these misperceptions of spiritual truth. Religious dogmas have a residue of spiritual truth at their cores, but their elaborate systems of behavioral regulation and penance are nothing but political coverings. The simplicity of spiritual truth has lost its importance and become an insignificant component of mental and physical control.

Man must realize the error of this way. He must recognize that God is within and that all inhabitants are equal. Each is joined in a spiritual network where all become one. The universe was created in harmony. Each aspect functions as part of the whole. Man approximates this harmony by creations of beauty and balance. The notion of aesthetics formalizes this sense of joy and completeness. Man is joyful when he experiences harmony. Spirituality is beautiful, and man must learn to experience it that way. Spirituality is not hardship or suffering, as he often has been told.

Religion is not spiritual, as man defines it. Spirituality is being centered on God's truth and using that foundation to influence all decisions. Actions are beautiful when they are guided by this focus. My work here is to direct man to a perception of his place in this universe Christ Michael Aton has created. I am here to help man find beauty and truth.

The above is FRESH information from the Jesus you ones claim to love so much and know so much about. YOU DO NOT. Not one of you that I found anyway, actually read and commented or asked questions about it. WHY IS THAT? THIS IS FROM JESUS, and his name never was Jesus. His name has been Esu Immanuel for eons and you were given Immanuel coming in the OT, its in there someplace.

I AM THE ONE that he said would be coming in 2000 years. Your churches didn't tell you that one, did they? Its' in the translation of his teaching that was taken by Judas 2000 years ago and much of it was found in the 1960's and translated from aramaic to German, and then to English. Judas and Jesus translated what was still readable HERE. And no one hardly ever gives a shit about it and will open and read the truth. You prefer old dead shit to the truth.

http://www.freewebs.com/tweeofmeer/pj02.htm for the translation by JUDAS himself, who was the scribe and truly wrote the only written records AS JESUS TAUGHT. Judas went to India with him after the crucifixion. Here is the Aramaic to german to English version here:

http://www.fourwinds10.net/journals/talmud/talmud.pdf This was once available as a PRINT BOOK and you might be able to find a used copy still. It is called the Talmud of Immanuel.

If you people do not start NOW, you are in for a substantial shock as this world changes and will have troubles adopting. "God" and Jesus and the cosmos do not operate according to your childish satan claws beliefs. Why don't you want to GROW? Your question to answer.

why not write a book or post it to your christman thread?

I and the others have written a couple hundred books now. How about you go read at my website? And get the Urantia Book and the read some of the Phoenix Journals, and read at http://www.wisdomoftherays.com which is a really nice simple place.

Jess has done more than a book of work. I have done books of work,
including all the reach out teaching I do on forums. I run a global
organization which requires my time and supervision. Go to my site and read
all hazels work, all Rosies' work, and at the above wisdomoftherays.com site,
for the simplest of the works presented that will get your started, all short
and simple. You can read the PHoenix JOurnal to which I gave a link too
above, for Jesus life. There is so much you can reach out to, and so little
time now to do so. ONLY YOU CAN GROW YOUR SOUL, we can only provide
information, only YOU CAN USE IT. At the http://www.wisdomoftherays.com
site there are two really good books, of the same nature as the pieces on
there, that never go collated into a book and published.

DO YOUR WORK< I promised if you can take head out of SAND, and start
exploring this material with an open mind, you will be hooked on it. For there
is real shit in them and not the fake shit you are given in your Christian
religious experiences. START READING THE PIECE ABOVE FROM YOUR
BELOVED JESUS YESTERDAY.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn’t true;
the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization
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The above is FRESH information from the Jesus you ones claim to love so
much and know so much about. YOU DO NOT. Not one of you that I found
anyway, actually read and commented or asked questions about it. WHY IS
THAT? THIS IS FROM JESUS, and his name never was Jesus. His name has
been Esu Immanuel for eons and you were given Immanuel coming in the
OT, its in there someplace.

I AM THE ONE that he said would be coming in 2000 years. Your churches
didn't tell you that one, did they? Its’ in the translation of his teaching that
was taken by Judas 2000 years ago and much of it was found in the 1960's
and translated from aramaic to German, and then to English. Judas and Jesus
translated what was still readable HERE. And no one hardly ever gives a shit
about it and will open and read the truth. You prefer old dead shit to the
truth.

http://www.freewebs.com/tweeofmeer/pj02.htm for the translation by JUDAS himself, who was the scribe and truly wrote the only written records AS JESUS TAUGHT. Judas went to India with him after the crucifixion. Here is the Aramaic to german to English version here:

http://www.fourwinds10.net/journals/talmud/talmud.pdf This was once available as a PRINT BOOK and you might be able to find a used copy still. It is called the Talmud of Immanuel.

If you people do not start NOW, you are in for a substantial shock as this world changes and will have troubles adopting. "God" and Jesus and the cosmos do not operate according to your childish satan claws beliefs. Why don't you want to GROW? Your question to answer.

why not write a book or post it to your christman thread?

I and the others have written a couple hundred books now. How about you go read at my website? And get the Urantia Book and the read some of the Phoenix Journals, and read at http://www.wisdomoftherays.com which is a really nice simple place.

Jess has done more than a book of work. I have done books of work, including all the reach out teaching I do on forums. I run a global organization which requires my time and supervision. Go to my site and read all hazels work, all Rosies' work, and at the above wisdomoftherays.com site, for the simplest of the works presented that will get your started, all short and simple. You can read the Phoenix Journals which I gave a link to above, for Jesus life. There is so much you can reach out to, and so little time now to do so. ONLY YOU CAN GROW YOUR SOUL, we can only provide information, only YOU CAN USE IT. At the http://www.wisdomoftherays.com site there are two really good books, of the same nature as the pieces on there, that never go collated into a book and published.

DO YOUR WORK< I promised if you can take head out of SAND, and start exploring this material with an open mind, you will be hooked on it. For there is real shit in them and not the fake shit you are given in your Christian religious experiences. START READING THE PIECE ABOVE FROM YOUR BELOVED JESUS YESTERDAY.

yeah, i wouldnt buy one either.....

maybe the scify channel?

they always use crappy material for movies....

just saying.

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!
Angry Bird wrote:

not the serpent of the garden weirdo.

satan was slithering to and from upon the earth???

book of job enlightened one.

the serpent in the garden was cursed to walk on legs?

not according to genesis observant one...

perhaps your getting your books all muddled up from jumping around to quick.

It's a metaphor. Serpent is a title; not a literal snake.

yeah........
for the beast of the field!!!

Like I said, Revelation identifies the serpent as satan.

Revelation 12:9

And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

liz wrote:

they say we usually view our heavenly Father in one general way.

how you view your earthly dad

My dad is a beautiful man. :)

then why not give God the benefit of the doubt?

because of israel constantly mucking things up?

are you from them?

chances are your not...
Do you want to know why I think my dad is a beautiful man?
Because he was loving enough to nurture my reason and he did not presume to instruct me in a belief system that was based on nothing more than fear and tradition even though his wife was heavily indoctrinated with a faith based belief system. He treated me with respect and left me to learn what was "truth" for myself. That unwavering confidence he placed in my ability to reason, has been one of the best building blocks that he could ever have gifted me.

You are premising your question with a belief in god. I cannot answer it because to do so would be to accept that premise. It is not possible to give that which does not exist the benefit of the doubt.

"The difference between stupidity and genius is that genius has its limits."
Albert Einstein

Angery Bird Registered User
User ID: 156590
Today 01:33 AM
Posts: 3,862
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It's a metaphor. Serpent is a title; not a literal snake.

yeah........
for the beast of the field!!!

Like I said, Revelation identifies the serpent as satan.

Revelation 12:9

And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.

Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the field which the Lord God had made. gen. 3:1

i can do this to...
matt 10:16

be ye therefore wise as serpents, and harmless as doves.

there you go luke, we are told to think like satan?

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

QUOTE

666 Is Now
Registered User
User ID: 156054
Today 01:34 AM
Posts: 4,230
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yeah.........
for the beast of the field!!!

Like I said, Revelation identifies the serpent as satan.

Revelation 12:9

And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.

Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the field which the Lord God had made. gen. 3:1

i can do this to...

matt 10:16

be ye therefore wise as serpents, and harmless as doves.

there you go luke, we are told to think like satan?

There was no literal snake in the garden. It's a title. I proved it with scripture.

But if you want to split hairs all night, ok.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn’t forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

QUOTE
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LoP Guest Wrote:
Your bible is just a freemasonic playbook. Jewish Jesus is in hell. Why do you guys want a zombie for a leader.

How do you know that what you say is true?

It's not. I didn't have one inkling to ever read a Bible, until the day I was going to kill myself. A Christian friend of mine encouraged me to read the Book of Job. I said I would. As I read, fire flew off the pages of the Book into my heart. I felt a peace and joy I had never known before. I repented at the end and my life has never been the same.

OP,

I was asking the LoP guest that stated the Bible was a freemasonic playbook. I am grateful you answered though. That is a sad and wonderful story. Thanks for sharing it.

Caseman1967
Registered User
User ID: 154413
Today 01:36 AM

666 Is Now
Registered User
User ID: 156054
Today 01:37 AM

mysteries Wrote:
How do you know that what you say is true?

It's not. I didn't have one inkling to ever read a Bible, until the day I was going to kill myself. A Christian friend of mine encouraged me to read the Book of Job. I said I would. As I read, fire flew off the pages of the Book into my heart. I felt a peace and joy I had never known before. I repented at the end and my life has never been the same.

OP,

I was asking the LoP guest that stated the Bible was a freemasonic playbook. I am grateful you answered though. That is a sad and wonderful story. Thanks for sharing it.
You're welcome. People will use any excuse in the book, not to seek God; not to read the Bible, not to get saved. It may sooth their consciences, but, those same excuses won't fly on judgement day.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

(This post was last modified: Today 01:37 AM by 666 Is Now.)
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My dad is a beautiful man. :)
then why not give God the benefit of the doubt?
because of israel constantly mucking things up?
are you from them?
chances are your not...
Do you want to know why I think my dad is a beautiful man?
Because he was loving enough to nurture my reason and he did not presume to instruct me in a belief system that was based on nothing more than fear and tradition even though his wife was heavily indoctinated with a faith based belief system. He treated me with respect and left me to learn what was "truth" for myself. That unwavering confidence he placed in my ability to reason, has been one of the best building blocks that he could ever have gifted me.
You are premising your question with a belief in god. I cannot answer it because to do so would be to accept that premise. It is not possible to give that which does not exist the benefit of the doubt.
then you came to a gun fight without ammo or weapons?
why?
if you have not so much of an inkling of belief, then it should be preposterous to even be involved in a thread such as this.
if anything, you should be like the ones gripping about threads getting messed up by christians and your desire for an intelligent discussion.
you apparently have questions you yourself need to resolve.
If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.
And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either
Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.
And quit calling my bible a religion!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Angry Bird</strong></th>
<th><strong>Post: #195</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registered User</td>
<td>Signs of His soon return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 156590</td>
<td>666 Is Now Wrote:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Today 01:40 AM</td>
<td>Angry Bird Wrote:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts: 3,862</td>
<td>666 Is Now Wrote:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like I said, Revelation identifies the serpent as satan.

Revelation 12:9

And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.

Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the field which the Lord God had made. gen. 3:1

i can do this to...

matt 10:16

be ye therefore wise as serpents, and harmless as doves.

there you go luke, we are told to think like satan?

There was no literal snake in the garden. It's a title. I proved it with scripture.

But if you want to split hairs all night, ok.

theres no reason to split hairs, you can do that on your own all night yourself.

either the serpent was a beast of the field as genesis says, and you are delusional...

i like that one better :)

or, you call God a liar, cause God never changes and he wouldnt let adam have a defiled woman to call wife.

its against his laws.....

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>666 Is Now</strong></th>
<th><strong>Post: #196</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registered User</td>
<td>Signs of His soon return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 156054</td>
<td>I pretty much give up on you guys tonight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Today 01:41 AM</td>
<td>You deserve what you get and I've done my job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I've went above and beyond with you guys, actually.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

---
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Registered User
User ID: 155151
Today 01:42 AM

Posts: 2,814
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Here guys. Since you all derailed my thread. Knock yourself out:

you know what the Bible says about adding to it...

---

HJTRAS
Registered User
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Today 01:42 AM

Posts: 584

Post: #198
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666 Is Now Wrote:
I pretty much give up on you guys tonight. You deserve what you get and I've done my job. I've went above and beyond with you guys, actually.

Would Jesus give up ??????????????????????/

---

666 Is Now
Registered User
User ID: 156054
Today 01:43 AM

Posts: 4,230
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PeeDee Wrote:
666 Is Now Wrote:
Here guys. Since you all derailed my thread. Knock yourself out:

you know what the Bible says about adding to it...

That was taken out of the Bible, cause it was too controversial for King

---

-- AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 -- page. 26
James.

Lots of books were.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angry Bird</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registered User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 156590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Today 01:43 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Posts: 3,862 |

Post: #200
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the truly amazing thing to me is this....
you are able to think in terms that are both spiritual and even carnal when dealing with the bible...
but it is the most cockeyed discernment ive ever seen.
If anyone claims God **demands** worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.
And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either
Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.
And quit calling my bible a religion!

| liz |
| Registered User |
| User ID: 154636 |
| Today 01:45 AM |

| Posts: 1,197 |
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then why not give God the benefit of the doubt?
because of israel constantly mucking things up?
are you from them?
chances are your not...
Do you want to know why I think my dad is a beautiful man?
Because he was loving enough to nurture my reason and he did not presume to instruct me in a belief system that was based on nothing more than fear and tradition even though his wife was heavily indoctinated with a faith based belief system. He treated me with respect and left me to learn what was "truth" for myself. That unavering confidence he placed in my ability to reason, has been one of the best building blocks that he could ever have gifted me.
You are premising your question with a belief in god. I cannot answer it because to do so would be to accept that premise. It is not possible to give that which does not exist the benefit of the doubt.
then you came to a gun fight without ammo or weapons?
why?
if you have not so much of an inkling of belief, then it should be preposterous to even be involved in a thread such as this.
if anything, you should be like the ones griping about threads getting messed up by christians and your desire for an intelligent discussion.

you apparently have questions you yourself need to resolve. My entry into this thread was a genuine response to a post and a repudiation of the logic contained within it.

You are now proposing that I cannot have discussion on a religious thread because I lack belief? I’m sure upon reflection you can see the injustice of that.

I do not come armed with nothing though. I bring reason and a willingness to call upon you to provide evidence that your belief in god is not just based upon your need to believe in him.

"The difference between stupidity and genius is that genius has its limits."
Albert Einstein

---

**666 Is Now**
Registered User
User ID: 156054
Today 01:45 AM

Post: #202
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The difference between me and you guys is, I know the value of a soul. You don't.
You're only here to flame or cause disruptions to the original purpose of the thread.

And not cause you hate me.
Cause you hate Jesus.

And that includes the so called believers.

I"ll be back tomorrow.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

---

**mysteries**
Registered User
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Original Sin is just the serpent coaxing Eve into having sex, as verified by the Book of Enoch.

God raised up a nation to groom the God blood line up to the birth of Jesus.

Jesus is the Lamb of God, to pay the penalty for original sin.

The Bible was given to mankind as a record of it all.

I think it is important to point out that Satan did not coax Eve into having sex. Satan told Eve that her eyes would be opened and she would gain the knowledge of good and evil and become like God.

As they were in an immortal state in the garden, then partaking of the fruit would have made them as God, both immortal and knowing good from evil. Because their eyes were then opened to understanding beyond their former innocence, pro-creation was able to begin so that mankind could be.
AND THE GREAT DRAGON WAS CAST OUT, THAT OLD SERPENT, CALLED THE DEVIL, AND SATAN, WHICH DECEIVETH THE WHOLE WORLD: HE WAS CAST OUT INTO THE EARTH, AND HIS ANGELS WERE CAST OUT WITH HIM.

LIKE I SAID, REVELATIONS IS ONLY 10% COMPLETE AND THAT 10% IS MUCKED UP. SATAN NO LONGER IS ON THIS WORLD. HE WAS REMOVED QUITE SOME YEARS AGO AND FACED TRIAL IN ORVONTON COURTS AND RETURNED TO LIGHTED SERVICE.

LIKE I SAID, LUCIFER WAS REMOVED FROM THIS WORLD 2000 YEARS AGO AND FACE HIS TRIAL STARTING ABOUT 50 YEARS OR SO AGO, AND CHOSE HIS UNCREATION RATHER THAN REPENT. YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW WHO LUCIFER WAS, WHAT HIS JOB WAS. HE ADMINISTERED CLOSE TO 600 PLANETS WHEN HE REBELLED. HE WAS THE SYSTEM HEAD OF THE SYSTEM EARTH BELONGS TOO. THE SYSTEMS NAME IS SATANIA. IT HAS A NEW SYSTEM HEAD, AND HAS GROWN TO ABOUT 630 PLANETS NOW. EARTH IS NUMBER 606. THE NEW GOVERNOR OF SATANIA, WHO REPLACED LUCIFER IS LANAFORGE.

SATAN WAS ONLY A LIEUTENANT OF LUCIFER. EVERY PLANET, I HAVE SAID, HAS A PLANETARY PRINCE, AS AN ADMINISTRATOR. OURS WAS CALIGASTIA, WHO WENT INTO THE LUCIFER REBELLION. HE WAS DEPOSED BY MICHAEL (JESUS) OF NEBADON 2000 YEARS AGO AND SINCE THEN, UNTIL RECENTLY CHRIST MICHAEL REMAINED THE PRINCE, BUT THE JOB IS NOW SHARED BY TWO BEINGS, ESU ABOVE, AND MACHIVENTA MELCHIZEDEK, WHO WAS THE MELCHIZEDEK THAT CAME TO ABRAHAM LONG AGO ON AN EMERGENCY BASIS AND PREVENTED A NUCLEAR WAR.

I KNOW MACHIVENTA TOO AND CARRY ON SOME WORK FOR HIM NOW AND THEN. HE WILL BE THE PRINCE FOR A VERY LONG TIME, POSSIBLY PERMANENTLY. ESU IS A TEMPORARY PRINCE IN THE SHARED POSITION. HE WILL BE VISIBLE, MACHIVENTA MAY OR MAY NOT BE, HE CAN BE AND HAS BEEN.

ESU AND HIS SOUL MATE MARY M, WHOSE REAL NAME IS NADA, AND I WILL ESTABLISH THE INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS OF THE PLANETARY PRINCE HERE IN COLORADO. WE ARE ALREADY ACQUIRING SCHOOLS AND LAND FOR SUCH. ESU AND I SORT OF REPLACE DURING THIS CORRECTING TIME WHAT NORMALLY IS DONE UNDER THE ADAM AND EVE ASSIGNED TO THE PLANET. WITH THE FAILURE OF THEIR MISSION, THE PLANET WAS SET FURTHER BEHIND. THE CORRECTING TIME IS THE CATCH YOU ONES UP TO WHERE YOU OUGHT TO BE NOW TIME. OK. ITS NOT THAT HARD PEOPLE.

THERE WILL BE 50 TO 100 REGIONAL DIRECTORS UNDER ESU AND MYSELF.
WE HAVE CHOSEN SEVERAL ALREADY. HOW MANY DEPENDS ON THE VOLUNTEERS FOR SUCH, THE POPULATION LEFT AFTER THE EARTH CHANGES, AND OTHER ISSUES. THERE WILL THUS BE 50 TO 100 REGIONAL SITES AROUND THE GLOBE.

WE HAVE PUBLICLY TO DATE, 2 REGIONAL DIRECTORS IN EUROPE, ONE OVER NORTH EUROPE AND THE OTHER OVER SOUTH EUROPE. WE HAVE AN AUSTRALIAN DIRECTOR, THAT IS RON CHAPMAN THAT POSTS SO MUCH ON MY SITE. WE HAVE ONE IN SOUTH AMERICA AND SOME POSSIBILITIES YET TO COME OF ONES WHO ARE ON THIS TEAM BUT UNASSIGNED. WE HAD ONE FOR THE CARIB, BUT HE RESIGNED.

WE HAVE FOLKS ON MY TEAM ALL OVER THE WORLD WHO ARE NOT FULLY REVEALED ON THE FRONT OF MY SITE. MY WEBMASTER WILL BE IN CHARGE OF THE WHOLE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM AS TO IT NEEDS. WE ALSO HAVE ESU'S GARDENER AS WE LOVINGLY CALL HER, WHO WILL OVERSEE THE ENTIRE STAFF OF LANDSCAPERS.

THE INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS HERE IN DENVER, WILL BE ON SEVERAL THOUSAND ACRES OF LAND. I WILL CONTINUE TO LIVE IN DENVER FOR THAT REASON. WE HAVE ACQUIRED ONE UNIVERSITY HERE AND WILL EITHER ACQUIRE EXISTING UNIVERSITIES AROUND THE GLOBE, OR PARTNER WITH THEM. YOU FOLKS HAVEN'T SEEN ANYTHING YET. ISN'T YOUR APPETITE WHETTED EVEN A LITTLE BIT?

THE RACIAL IMPROVEMENTS LOST BY THE FAILURE OF THE ADAM AND EVE MISSION IS CURRENTLY BEING ENHANCED BY THOSE OF WHO WHO INCARNATE HERE WITH BETTER THAN AVERAGE BODIES, TO SEED NEW GENETICS INTO THE PLANET.

HOW CAN YOU SAY THERE IS JUST ONE SERPENT? THE SERPENTS ARE THE RACE THAT INCARNATED INTO THE KHAZAR ZIONIST RACE. THEY ARE FROM ORION AND THEY CALL THEMSELVES SERPENTS. THE WHOLE ORION THING IS BEING ENDED, IN FACT IT IS PRETTY MUCH NOW.

THERE IS SO MUCH FOR YOU ONES TO LEARN AND I BUST MY ASS TRYING AND THIS IS THE SHIT I GET FOR IT? COME ON FOLKS, GROW. THERE IS NOT A FLUFFY HEAVEN TO BE RAPTURED TO. THERE IS ONLY LIFE, BUT THERE ARE PLANETS FAR BEYOND THIS ONE, AND A WHOLE BUNCH OF ADMINISTRATIVE CUSTOM BUILT WORLDS. IF YOU ONES WOULD GET AN INTEREST, I WOULD EXPAND MY SATAN CLAWS THREAD.

WHY SHOULD I SPEND THAT TIME THOUGH IF YOU HAVE NO INTEREST AND PREFER YOUR OLD FASHIONED DUMB STUPID KINDERGARTEN VIEW OF THE COSMOS AND THIS WORLD. YOU WERE GIVEN SHOWS LIKE STAR WARS FOR A REASON YOU KNOW. BUT THAT LEVEL OF WAR IS OVER.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn’t true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization
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Do you want to know why I think my dad is a beautiful man?

Because he was loving enough to nurture my reason and he did not presume to instruct me in a belief system that was based on nothing more than fear and tradition even though his wife was heavily indoctrinated with a faith based belief system. He treated me with respect and left me to learn what was "truth" for myself. That unwavering confidence he placed in my ability to reason, has been one of the best building blocks that he could ever have gifted me.

You are premising your question with a belief in god. I cannot answer it because to do so would be to accept that premise. It is not possible to give that which does not exist the benefit of the doubt.

then you came to a gun fight without ammo or weapons?

why?

if you have not so much of an inkling of belief, then it should be preposterous to even be involved in a thread such as this.

if anything, you should be like the ones gripping about threads getting messed up by christians and your desire for an intelligent discussion.

you apparently have questions you yourself need to resolve.
My entry into this thread was a genuine response to a post and a repudiation of the logic contained within it.

You are now proposing that I cannot have discussion on a religious thread because I lack belief? I'm sure upon reflection you can see the injustice of that.

I do not come armed with nothing though. I bring reason and a willingness to call upon you to provide evidence that your belief in god is not just based upon your need to believe in him.
I cannot answer it because to do so would be to accept that premise. It is not possible to give that which does not exist the benefit of the doubt.

how is this unjust??? did i miss something?

If anyone claims God **demands** worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

---

666 Is Now

Registered User
User ID: 156054
Today 01:49 AM

**Post: #206**

Signs of His soon return

mysteries _Wrote:

666 Is Now _Wrote:

Original Sin is just the serpent coaxing Eve into having sex, as verified by the Book of Enoch.

God raised up a nation to groom the God blood line up to the birth of Jesus.

Jesus is the Lamb of God, to pay the penalty for original sin.

The Bible was given to mankind as a record of it all.

I think it is important to point out that Satan did not coax Eve into having sex.

Satan told Eve that her eyes would be opened and she would gain the knowledge of good and evil and become like God.

As they were in an immortal state in the garden, then partaking of the fruit would have made them as God, both immortal and knowing good from evil. Because their eyes were then opened to understanding beyond their former innocence, pro-creation was able to begin so that mankind could be.

Good night.

Looks like no one will ever come to a consensus on this site, even with scripture.

http://www.666themark.com/

(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

---

Angry Bird

Registered User
User ID: 156590
Today 01:49 AM

**Post: #207**

Signs of His soon return

666 Is Now _Wrote:

The difference between me and you guys is, I know the value of a soul. You don't.

You're only here to flame or cause disruptions to the original purpose of the thread.

And not cause you hate me.

Cause you hate Jesus.
And that includees the so called believers.
I"ll be back tomorrow.
so, now you alone are only worthy.....?
If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.
And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either
Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.
And quit calling my bible a religion!

---

**HardTruth**
Get Your Wisdom On or GTFO of the Way
User ID: 156554
Today 01:51 AM

Post: [#208](#)
**Signs of His soon return**
**666 Is Now**  Wrote:
The difference between me and you guys is, I know the value of a soul. You don't.
You're only here to flame or cause disruptions to the original purpose of the thread.

And not cause you hate me.
Cause you hate Jesus.
And that includees the so called believers.
I"ll be back tomorrow.

---

**Antithesis**
Formerly Someone Else
User ID: 156403
Today 01:52 AM

Post: [#209](#)
**Signs of His soon return**
Oh man, see what you meanies have done now?
The difference between me and you guys is, I know the value of a soul. You don't. You're only here to flame or cause disruptions to the original purpose of the thread.

And not cause you hate me. Cause you hate Jesus.

And that includees the so called believers.

I"ll be back tomorrow.

he was just having a self righteous moment....

nothing to see here, move along now...

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!
You don't.
You're only here to flame or cause disruptions to the original purpose of the thread.

And not cause you hate me.
Cause you hate Jesus.

And that includees the so called believers.

I'll be back tomorrow.

No one hates you !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
need to believe in him.

I cannot answer it because to do so would be to accept that premise. It is not possible to give that which does not exist the benefit of the doubt.

how is this unjust?? did i miss something?

The unjustness was contained within the bolded statement.

As to the question I could not (not would not) answer, let me put it another way. Could you please tell me if you enjoy living at the South Pole?

"The difference between stupidity and genius is that genius has its limits."
Albert Einstein

— AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 — page. 36
And that includees the so called believers.

I"ll be back tomorrow.

he was just having a self righteous moment....
nothing to see here, move along now...

Twenty damn flounces says different!!

If it seeketh, expects, or demands worship, it is not divine!!

If an entity were not judgmental and if an entity were not controlling then it would have no need to be either just nor "merciful" in the first place now would it!? - Cosmah

Lord EL FUCKING TACO
God raised up a nation to groom the God blood line up to the birth of Jesus.

Jesus is the Lamb of God, to pay the penalty for original sin.

The Bible was given to mankind as a record of it all.

I think it is important to point out that Satan did not coax Eve into having sex. Satan told Eve that her eyes would be opened and she would gain the knowledge of good and evil and become like God. As they were in an immortal state in the garden, then ago partaking of the fruit would have made them as God, both immortal and knowing good from evil. Because their eyes were then opened to understanding beyond their former innocence, pro-creation was able to begin so that mankind could be. Sorry that's a myth. No original sin just plagiarism form a long tale.

The difference between me and you guys is, I know the value of a soul. You don't. You're only here to flame or cause disruptions to the original purpose of the thread. And not cause you hate me. Cause you hate Jesus. And that includes the so called believers. I'll be back tomorrow.

No one hates you !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Yes I'm not sure how you projected hate onto yourself via this thread 666. That...
"The difference between stupidity and genius is that genius has its limits."

*Albert Einstein*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Troll Hunter</th>
<th>Post: #219 Signs of His soon return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 63168</td>
<td>666 Is Now Wrote:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Today 01:59 AM</td>
<td>I pretty much give up on you guys tonight. You deserve what you get and I've done my job. I've went above and beyond with you guys, actually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts: 4,541</td>
<td>Not enough people buying into your fictional fan club? Maybe you should be preaching someplace else perhaps a website where the majority are not debunking the conspiracy know as religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🤔</td>
<td>😈</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maggie</th>
<th>Post: #220 Signs of His soon return mysteries Wrote: 666 Is Now Wrote:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 144879</td>
<td>Original Sin is just the serpent coaxing Eve into having sex, as verified by the Book of Enoch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Today 02:00 AM</td>
<td>God raised up a nation to groom the God blood line up to the birth of Jesus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts: 2,187</td>
<td>Jesus is the Lamb of God, to pay the penalty for original sin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Bible was given to mankind as a record of it all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think it is important to point out that Satan did not coax Eve into having sex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satan told Eve that her eyes would be opened and she would gain the knowledge of good and evil and become like God.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>As they were in an immortal state in the garden, then partaking of the fruit would have made them as God, both immortal and knowing good from evil. Because their eyes were then opened to understanding beyond their former innocence, pro-creation was able to begin so that mankind could be.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOTH OF YOU POSTED SHIT. YOU DO NOT KNOW! I AM TELLING YOU THE WHAT IS. SATAN CAN'T HAVE SEX, HE IS A SPIRIT BEING. OK. HE DOESN'T HAVE A PENIS. THESE TYPES OF ANGELS DO NOT REPRODUCE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EVE WAS TOLD NO SUCH THING. THAT IS ALL HORSESHIT IN THE BIBLE AND YOUR TEACHINGS. EVE CAME FROM HEAVEN AND SHE KNEW WHAT HER ROLE WAS. CALIGASTIA ENCOURAGE HER TO BREAK THE PLAN AND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INSERT HER GENETICS INTO THE PEOPLE OF THIS WORLD EARLY. AND SHE HAD THAT SEX THAT PRODUCED CAIN, WITH A WONDROUS ADVANCED YOUNG MAN, AND NOT ANY DEVIL OR WHATEVER ELSE HORSESHIT YOU PEOPLE ACCEPT.

ADAMS AND EVES COME AT SOME POINT TO EVERY PLANET TO UPLIFT THE GENETICS AND BEGIN ADVANCED TEACHINGS. THEY BECOME THE VISIBLE LEADERS OF WORLDS, AS THE PLANETARY PRINCES ARE INVISIBLE. ADAMS AND EVE ACTUALLY REPRODUCE ON WORLDS, THEY ARE SEMI MATERIAL AND THEY INSERT INTO MAN'S DNA THE ABILITIES TO BE PSYCHIC AS YOU ONES SEE IT. AND FAR MORE. YOUR DNA IS EVERYTHING.

THE BLOWING OF THEIR MISSION, CAUSED THEM TO BECOME MORTAL AND THEY LIVED YET ANOTHER SEVERAL HUNDRED YEARS UNTIL THEY PASSED. THEY WERE FORGIVEN THEIR ERRORS BECAUSE THIS IS A GRAVE BIG BAD UGLY WORLD THAT WAS NOT READY FOR THEM, AND ARE BACK AT WORK ON JERUSEM. THEIR MISSION IS BEING REPLACED BY ESU, LADY NADA AND ME. PLUS THE EFFORTS ON CRAFT TO UPLIFT THE GENETICS OF THIS WORLD. MY OWN EMBRYO WAS THE RESULT OF THOSE EFFORTS WHICH IS WHY I HAVE BEEN TELEPATHIC SINCE MY BIRTH.

ALL THAT ORIGINAL SIN STUFF IS HORSEHIT. PEOPLE, IT DOESN'T WORK THIS WAY, AND NO GOD BEHAVES THIS WAY. IT IS NOT POSSIBLE.

NOW, here is from PJ #2, from the aramaic translated by Judas. They didn't put this into your bible, did they? I wonder why not? I AM THIS PERSON, HERE IN FLESH AND BLOOD. I was called into my service in about 1995. This is the link to the FREE PDF. http://www.freewebs.com/tweeofmeer/pj02.htm that this comes from. It is the records of Judas who was NOT the betrayer.

IN 2000 YEARS, A NEW PROPHET

"The new prophet of that far away future time will not have that much power and strength over the evil and of diseases, but his knowledge will include mine and his revelations about my real teaching will shake up the structure of the whole Earth, because at this time the world will be inundated by my teachings which have been distorted and falsified by the scribes, and the Earth will live in a false cult which will bring it death. Before the two times a thousand years are past, the new prophet will reveal my unfalsified teaching in small groups, as I teach in small groups my trusted friends and disciples, the wisdom and knowledge of the Laws of The Creation. And it shall not be given to know until that time whether it shall be that the prophet is of male or female.

"That one's path will be beset with difficulties and obstacles, for he will start his mission in a peaceloving country in the north where there is a strong false cult of my teachings that have been falsified by distorts. In that place he did not show any great signs of his powers and did not publicize his great knowledge, because of disbelief. It is noted that his powers shall be hidden even from his own eyes that he might not misunderstand his path. There will come forth several blessed ones who will take the truth and give it forth unto the world and the Celestial Sons of the Heavens will give proof and credence unto the words. So be it for such is it written that in the final days distant, those ones shall prevail in the name and truth of The Creation.

"And thus shall it come to pass in the generation of two times a thousand years, that these things shall come into fulfillment."
And so here I am and here is our project, AbundantHope.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn’t true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind.

---J. Krishnamurti,

Angry Bird
Registered User
User ID: 156590
Today 02:00 AM
Posts: 3,862

Post: #221

Signs of His soon return
HardTruth Wrote:
Angry Bird Wrote:
HardTruth Wrote:

he was just having a self righteous moment....
nothing to see here, move along now...

Twenty damn flounces says different!!

unless it was 21 flounces
If anyone claims God **demands** worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

---

**Angry Bird**
Registered User
User ID: 156590
Today 02:01 AM

Post: [#222](#)
*Signs of His soon return*

**liz** Wrote:

**HJTRAS** Wrote:

**666 Is Now** Wrote:

The difference between me and you guys is, I know the value of a soul. You don't. You're only here to flame or cause disruptions to the original purpose of the thread.

And not cause you hate me.
Cause you hate Jesus.

And that includes the so called believers.

I'll be back tomorrow.

No one hates you !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Yes I'm not sure how you projected hate onto yourself via this thread 666.

That sounds a little self absorbed to me.

he is trying to develop a martyrs complex...

---

If anyone claims God **demands** worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

---

**Antithesis**
Formerly Someone Else
User ID: 156403
Today 02:03 AM

Post: [#223](#)
*Signs of His soon return*

**Angry Bird** Wrote:

**HardTruth** Wrote:

**Angry Bird** Wrote:

he was just having a self righteous moment....

---
nothing to see here, move along now...

Twenty damn flounces says different!!

unless it was 21 flounces

Actually, 20 flounces is accurate as of today.

The 21st flounce has yet to occur.

Angry Bird
Registered User
User ID: 156590
Today 02:03 AM
Posts: 3,862

Angry Bird

Post: #224
Signs of His soon return
liz _ Wrote:

Angry Bird _ Wrote:
liz _ Wrote:
My entry into this thread was a genuine response to a post and a repudiation of the logic contained within it.

You are now proposing that I cannot have discussion on a religious thread because I lack belief? I'm sure upon reflection you can see the injustice of that.

I do not come armed with nothing though. I bring reason and a willingness to call upon you to provide evidence that your belief in god is not just based upon your need to believe in him.

I cannot answer it because to do so would be to accept that premise. It is not possible to give that which does not exist the benefit of the doubt.

how is this unjust?? did i miss something?

The unjustness was contained within the bolded statement.

As to the question I could not (not would not) answer, let me put it another way. Could you please tell me if you enjoy living at the South Pole? 😎

South Pole visiting would be fun, i could visit the penguins... :)

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

-- AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 -- page. 43
And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either
Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.
And quit calling my bible a religion!

**Angry Bird**
Registered User
User ID: 156590
Today 02:04 AM

Posts: 3,862

**Post: #225**

**Antithesis** Wrote:

**Angry Bird** Wrote:

**HardTruth** Wrote:

Twenty damn flounces says different!!

unless it was 21 flounces

Actually, 20 flounces is accurate as of today.
The 21st flounce has yet to occur.

that's why i said "unless it was 21 flounces"

If anyone claims God **demands** worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either
Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.
And quit calling my bible a religion!

**mysteries**
Registered User
User ID: 154541
Today 02:05 AM

**Post: #226**

**Signs of His soon return**

**666 Is Now** Wrote:

Dude, the entire forbidden fruit story is a powerful metaphor for sex. Read the Book of Enoch to see what happened.
200 fallen angels had a meeting on Mt Hermon, and decided to have sex with earth women.

That's original sin.

It was a risque topic, even in King Jame's day.

So that's what the metaphor is for.

But in Genesis 6, it tells you, plain out what happened.

1 And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto them, 2 that the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose.

2 verses to explain this entire freakin mess we have as humans.

And why God had to die on a Cross to fix it.

I believe your heart is right but your understanding of the scriptures needs more work OP. You have the heart of a lion for it, but there are many things you are not aware of yet, and that is ok.

The angels are mis-interpreted all the time. They were not angels as in heaven. They were called the sons of God not because they were immortal beings nor angels, but they were the righteous (before they decended the Mountain) sons of Adam. They were beguiled by what they witnessed from the moutain where Adams righteous posterity dwelled, and they went below to the children of Cain and this is where they fell.

You have to read about the translations of words from Hebrew and Greek and see that often they translate differently and are mis-understood...hence all the different religions and precepts.

**QUOTI**
Angry Bird Wrote:

yeah, those angels are mentioned in Jude, right along with Sodom and Gomorrah.

they are in the pit.

if Satan had done such, he would be to.

the serpent was a beast of the field, not Satan.

The Bible identifies the serpent as Satan in Revelation.

not the serpent of the garden weirdo.

Satan was slithering to and from upon the earth??

book of Job enlightened one.

the serpent in the garden was cursed to walk on legs?

not according to Genesis observant one...

perhaps your getting your books all muddled up from jumping around too quick.

No, he didn't get his books all muddled up.

Rev. 12:9 And that great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, who is called the devil and Satan, who seduces the whole world. And his angels were thrown down with him.

---

666 Is Now Registered User
User ID: 156054
Today 02:12 AM

666 Is Now Wrote:

Even though you guys make me want to do this:

I love and forgive you all.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

---

Skippy
I'm Zombie Skippy,
Posting Part Time
User ID: 120411
Today 02:13 AM

666 Is Now Wrote:

Even though you guys make me want to do this:

I love and forgive you all.
Thank you, God. Rager says I have an ego....

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQFzLO--2R0

---

**Antithesis**
Formerly Someone Else
User ID: 156403
Today 02:14 AM

Post: #231
Signs of His soon return
666 Is Now Wrote:

Even though you guys make me want to do this:

✈️

I love and forgive you all.

Do you think that the collective LOP population reciprocates Luke?

---

**HardTruth**
Get Your Wisdom On or GTFO of the Way
User ID: 156554
Today 02:15 AM

Post: #232
Signs of His soon return
666 Is Now Wrote:

Even though you guys make me want to do this:

✈️

I love and forgive you all.

---

If it seeketh, expects, or demands worship, it is not divine!!

If an entity were not judgmental and if an entity were not controlling then it would have no need to be either just nor "merciful" in the first place now would it!? - Cosmah

---

-- AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 -- page. 47
Signs of His soon return

AH - Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 -- page. 48
what is dearest to us is as good as futile in this case.

Do not worry about your spiritual beliefs, only the limitations you create for yourself because of ego. For, the fences we create for ourselves are the most problematic to overcome. Yet, in many cases, our reasoning is justified, that fact still doesn't help.

Luke, admit your beliefs are false, it is the only way you can grow. Make up for your evils and tell a gay person that God does value them. For, hate is all based on ego, and God does not have ego. And God does indeed ask from us the greatest and purest sacrifice we are able to give. Yet, the fundamentalists think they have the truth, but the truth is hard to accept, why are they so easily convinced then when most fight the truth vigorously because it is that hard for them?

**mysteries**
Registered User
User ID: 154541
Today 02:18 AM

**Post: #236**
Signs of His soon return
dig  Wrote:

I want one of those!

**HJTRAS**
Registered User
User ID: 49884
Today 02:19 AM

**Post: #237**
Signs of His soon return
I am done. nothing more to say !!

**Caseman1967**
Registered User
User ID: 154413
Today 02:21 AM

**Post: #238**
Signs of His soon return
Your God has no faith in mankind. He was my God too, but like Elvis, he has left the building.
We are on our own kiddos.
Your piece of toast with a holy image on it says "get a new toaster".
The last signs are here and now. Deny deny deny.
I'm not one of you cataclysms, I actually have a grip on reality and the reality that is heading this way.
Stop being so damn stupid. Start thinking. ...and not like this religitard poster

**Maggie**

Post: #239

Signs of His soon return

**mysteries** Wrote:

BJ Wrote:

Angry Bird Wrote:

satan was slithering to and from upon the earth???

book of job enlightened one.

the serpent in the garden was cursed to walk on legs?

not according to genesis observant one...

perhaps your getting your books all muddled up from jumping around to quick.

No, he didn't get his books all muddled up.

Rev. 12:9 And that great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, who is called the devil and satan, who seduces the whole world. And his angels were thrown down with him.

Satan used the serpent. Remember, Satan has no body, so he used the serpent to beguile.

If you read 'The Forgotten Books of Eden' (pseudepigrapha) it describes how during the time of the Garden, the serpent was actually one of the most beautiful creatures that dwelled there. It was after Satan used the serpent, that the serpent was changed to a creature that would slither on its belly.

Where did you get this horseshit, people this is BS. YOU KNOW NOTHING OF HOW IT WORKS and until you do, you will produce horseshit, is this so hard. Now go back and read what I have taught in this thread already today, for it is JUST THE FACKS. The book you are recommending must be yet another one of your devil's books to screw your minds up. YOU CAN THINK BETTER THAN THIS. Read about Caligastia and adam and eve that I posted in this thread. Absolutely NONE OF THE BEINGS there then, or now slither on their belly. PLEASE STOP this. IT IS NOT LOGICAL.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

-- AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 -- page. 50
http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind.

-- J. Krishnamurti

**QUOTE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post: #240</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signs of His soon return</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HJTRAS</strong> Wrote:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am done. nothing more to say !!!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I hope you mean that, otherwise your gonna disappoint a lot of folks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post: #241</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signs of His soon return</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maggie</strong> Wrote:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>mysteries</strong> Wrote:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BJ</strong> Wrote:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, he didn't get his books all muddled up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. 12:9 And that great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, who is called the devil and satan, who seduces the whole world. And his angels were thrown down with him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satan used the serpent. Remember, Satan has no body, so he used the serpent to beguile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you read 'The Forgotten Books of Eden' (pseudepigrapha) it describes how during the time of the Garden, the serpent was actually one of the most beautiful creatures that dwelled there. It was after Satan used the serpent, that the serpent was changed to a creature that would slither on its belly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where did you get this horseshit, people this is BS. YOU KNOW NOTHING OF HOW IT WORKS and until you do, you will produce horseshit, is this so hard. Now go back and read what I have taught in this thread already today, for it is JUST THE FACKS. The book you are recommending must be yet another one of your devil's books to screw your minds up. YOU CAN THINK BETTER THAN THIS. Read about Caligastia and adam and eve that I posted in this thread. Absolutely NONE OF THE BEINGS there then, or now slither on their belly. PLEASE STOP this. IT IS NOT LOGICAL.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-- AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 -- page. 51
You are working with people who can't be trusted. PLEASE, buy a clue!

---

Angry Bird
Registered User
User ID: 156590
Today 02:25 AM

Posts: 3,862

BJ Wrote:
666 Is Now Wrote:
The Bible identifies the serpent as satan in Revelation.
not the serpent of the garden weirdo.
satan was slithering to and from upon the earth???
book of job enlightened one.
the serpent in the garden was cursed to walk on legs?
not according to genesis observant one...
perhaps your getting your books all muddled up from jumping around to quick.
No, he didn't get his books all muddled up.
Rev. 12:9 And that great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, who is called the devil and satan, who seduces the whole world. And his angels were thrown down with him.
so, the book of job was a lie?

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.
And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either
Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.
And quit calling my bible a religion!

---

Maggie
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 144879
Today 02:28 AM

---

Angry Bird Wrote:
BJ Wrote:
Angry Bird Wrote:
satan was slithering to and from upon the earth???
book of job enlightened one.
the serpent in the garden was cursed to walk on legs?
not according to genesis observant one...
perhaps your getting your books all muddled up from jumping around to quick.

No, he didn't get his books all muddled up.

Rev. 12:9 And that great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, who is called the devil and satan, who seduces the whole world. And his angels were thrown down with him.

so, the book of job was a lie?
LUCIFER WAS FIRED FROM HIS JOB AS SYSTEM HEAD of SATANIA, a group of over 600 planets he administered. And his minions were tossed with him to incarnate on this world to GROW UP. Please take time to read the thread. That is one of the most ignorant of statements in revelations. I suggest going to the Urantia Book and reading the Lucifer Rebellion and come out of slithering serpents, please. the slithering serpents bit is no more enlightened than believing in the easter bunny.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 130884
Today 02:28 AM

Angry Bird _Wrote:

BJ _Wrote:

Angry Bird _Wrote:

not the serpent of the garden weirdo.

satan was slithering to and from upon the earth???

book of job enlightened one.

the serpent in the garden was cursed to walk on legs?

not according to genesis observant one...

perhaps your getting your books all muddled up from jumping around to quick.
No, he didn't get his books all muddled up.

Rev. 12:9 And that great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, who is called the devil and satan, who seduces the whole world. And his angels were thrown down with him.

so, the book of job was a lie?
Job is a mysterious book. Just make sure you have a good translation or it doesn't sound right. Job 18 is about humans who collaborate with aliens.

---

**dig**
Registered User
User ID: 39243
Today 02:29 AM

**Post: #245**
Signs of His soon return
I love how the fundies argue amongst themselves in between the spears and arrows of our discontent.
If we we were not here to save, they would bash each other over the head with bibles and clubs trying to save each other till one or the other was dead.

---

**HJTRAS**
Registered User
User ID: 49884
Today 02:32 AM

**Post: #246**
Signs of His soon return
dig Wrote:
I love how the fundies argue amongst themselves in between the spears and arrows of our discontent.
If we we were not here to save, they would bash each other over the head with bibles and clubs trying to save each other till one or the other was dead.
exactly done bashing. I AM DEAD TO THEM DONE WITH IT.

---

**Maggie**
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 144879
Today 02:33 AM

**Post: #247**
Signs of His soon return
**LoP Guest** Wrote:
**Maggie** Wrote:
**mysteries** Wrote:
Satan used the serpent. Remember, Satan has no body, so he used the serpent to beguile.
If you read 'The Forgotten Books of Eden' (pseudepigrapha) it describes how during the time of the Garden, the serpent was actually one of the most beautiful creatures that dwelled there. It was after Satan used the serpent, that the serpent was changed to a creature that would slither on its belly.

Where did you get this horseshit, people this is BS. YOU KNOW NOTHING OF HOW IT WORKS and until you do, you will produce horseshit, is this so hard. Now go back and read what I have taught in this thread already today, for it is JUST THE FACKS. The book you are recommending must be yet another one of your devil's books to screw your minds up. YOU CAN THINK BETTER
THAN THIS. Read about Caligastia and adam and eve that I posted in this thread. Absolutely NONE OF THE BEINGS there then, or now slither on their belly. PLEASE STOP this. IT IS NOT LOGICAL. DERP DERP DERP DERP DERP ...

You are working with people who can't be trusted. PLEASE, buy a clue!

I know some of them can't be trusted. But the teaching goes on. One on my team was attacked AGAIN a couple days ago by the way. Our work is NOT SAFE. The attack was by method of rammed car.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn’t true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind. --J. Krishnamurti.

Post: #248
Signs of His soon return

LoP Guest  Wrote:

He who has true understanding knows that the cause of the problems in this existence are because of ego. Humans have shown some bad problems in this respect, but those at the top of the food chain, will make any excuse to justify their continued existence, keep taking more for themselves and not leaving a fair amount for many. And, we are asked to give our sincerest to help them, yet they cannot be reached. So, what is dearest to us is as good as futile in this case.

Do not worry about your spiritual beliefs, only the limitations you create for yourself because of ego. For, the fences we create for ourselves are the most problematic to overcome. Yet, in many cases, our reasoning is justified, that fact still doesn't help.

Luke, admit your beliefs are false, it is the only way you can grow. Make up for your evils and tell a gay person that God does value them. For, hate is all based on ego, and God does not have ego. And God does indeed ask from us the greatest and purest sacrifice we are able to give. Yet, the fundamentalists think they have the truth, but the truth is hard to accept, why are they so easily convinced then when most fight the truth vigorously because it is that hard for them?
This was really well written! And has so much truth. Yes, God values all of mankind, after all, He created us and in His image, their image. Christ has told us that we can inherit all that He and the Father has, that we may be joint heirs with Him.

My point is this: Yes, God loves everyone of us but, there is a law of justice that needed to be served. Christ served and fulfilled that law by sacrificing himself, for us, so that if we believed, and followed Him, and kept His commandments, we would be spared the law of justice which would be a horrible thing to suffer, given our inadequacies. He did it for us.

Here is what most do not understand: Every single person born will freely receive resurrection. That is the free gift. But to receive the gift of mercy, of exaltation, to become heirs and joint heirs with Christ, we have to learn and apply what he taught us to do. We have to apply those covenants and learn forgiveness, and learn to love as He did, become as much like Him as we can in this mortal body and world, and then He will make up the difference---Mercy---

Sins are still sins, no matter the kind, and compliance is required to gain exaltation rather than simply salvation from death.

---

Post: #249
Signs of His soon return

All this nit picking over what the Scriptures mean is just plain silly.

The love and keeping of the Commandments is all the duty of man, so said Solomon. Jesus said, "If you love me, you will keep My commandments."

It's such a simple thing, but made complex by the giving over of so many with diverse opinions, most of whom probably couldn't recite the Ten Commandments without reading them from script.

Shame on all of you! Nobody is 100% enlightened as to what this or that really means...NOBODY! Language has changed over the centuries so that one must use reasoning to understand (or try to) the original meaning of the words. Only Latin hasn't changed.

To denigrate what other people believe is the very height of arrogance.

---

Post: #250
Signs of His soon return

I love how the fundies argue amongst themselves in between the spears and arrows of our discontent.

If we we were not here to save, they would bash each other over the head with bibles and clubs trying to save each other till one or the other was dead. exactly done bashing. I AM DEAD TO THEM DONE WITH IT.

I am dead to them too, I just hope somebody else takes advantage. This is the most destructive religion on the planet, in many many ways. There is no concept of the Father Within them at all. Its really sad. and sickening. I hadn't before notice that this stuff on the slithering. Jesus H Christ.and that said, probably none of them read the piece today I posted given by their beloved Jesus. Twice in this thread.
"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind. -- J. Krishnamurti

(This post was last modified: Today 02:41 AM by Maggie.)

Post: #251
Signs of His soon return
BJ Wrote:
All this nit picking over what the Scriptures mean is just plain silly.

The love and keeping of the Commandments is all the duty of man, so said Solomon. Jesus said, "If you love me, you will keep My commandments."

It's such a simple thing, but made complex by the giving over of so many with diverse opinions, most of whom probably couldn't recite the Ten Commandments without reading them from script.

Shame on all of you! Nobody is 100% enlightened as to what this or that really means...NOBODY! Language has changed over the centuries so that one must use reasoning to understand (or try to) the original meaning of the words. Only Latin hasn't changed.

To denigrate what other people believe is the very height of arrogance.

Well, on a positive note: My hits are going through the roof.

:)  

http://www.666themark.com/  
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

Post: #252
Signs of His soon return
Maggie Wrote:
mysteries Wrote:
BJ Wrote:
No, he didn't get his books all muddled up.
Rev. 12:9 And that great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, who is called the devil and satan, who seduces the whole world. And his angels were thrown down with him.

Satan used the serpent. Remember, Satan has no body, so he used the serpent to beguile. If you read ‘The Forgotten Books of Eden’ (pseudepigrapha) it describes how during the time of the Garden, the serpent was actually one of the most beautiful creatures that dwelled there. It was after Satan used the serpent, that the serpent was changed to a creature that would slither on its belly.

Where did you get this horseshit, people this is BS. YOU KNOW NOTHING OF HOW IT WORKS and until you do, you will produce horseshit, is this so hard. Now go back and read what I have taught in this thread already today, for it is JUST THE FACKS. The book you are recommending must be yet another one of your devil's books to screw your minds up. YOU CAN THINK BETTER THAN THIS. Read about Caligastia and adam and eve that I posted in this thread. Absolutely NONE OF THE BEINGS there then, or now slither on their belly. PLEASE STOP this. IT IS NOT LOGICAL.

Maggie,
Your choice to use vulgarity and derogatory statements betrays the very purpose you purport to have. Your words of anger borderline hate and it is difficult to hear what you are saying.

Angry Bird
Registered User
User ID: 156590
Today 02:40 AM

Post: #253
Signs of His soon return
LoP Guest Wrote:
Angry Bird Wrote:
BJ Wrote:
No, he didn't get his books all muddled up.

Rev. 12:9 And that great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, who is called the devil and satan, who seduces the whole world. And his angels were thrown down with him.

so, the book of job was a lie?
Job is a mysterious book. Just make sure you have a good translation or it doesn't sound right. Job 18 is about humans who collaborate with aliens.

And then translate the first part where satan was walking to and for upon the face of the earth...

Or perhaps, re translate genesis where the serpent was cursed...

One of these books must certainly be wrong.

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!
Angry Bird Wrote:  
so, the book of job was a lie? Job is a mysterious book. Just make sure you have a good translation or it doesn't sound right. Job 18 is about humans who collaborate with aliens.

And then translate the first part where satan was walking to and for upon the face of the earth...

Or perhaps, re translate genesis where the serpent was cursed...

One of these books must certainly be wrong.

You seem to take a literal translation to a metaphor. That's ok. I use to also.

http://www.666themark.com/  
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

mysteries Wrote:  
Satan used the serpent. Remember, Satan has no body, so he used the serpent to beguile.

If you read 'The Forgotten Books of Eden' (pseudepigrapha) it describes how during the time of the Garden, the serpent was actually one of the most beautiful creatures that dwelled there. It was after Satan used the serpent, that the serpent was changed to a creature that would slither on its belly.

Where did you get this horseshit, people this is BS. YOU KNOW NOTHING OF HOW IT WORKS and until you do, you will produce horseshit, is this so hard. Now go back and read what I have taught in this thread already today, for it is JUST THE FACKS. The book you are recommending must be yet another one of your devil's books to screw your minds up. YOU CAN THINK BETTER THAN THIS. Read about Caligastia and adam and eve that I posted in this thread. Absolutely NONE OF THE BEINGS there then, or now slither on their belly. PLEASE STOP this. IT IS NOT LOGICAL.

Maggie,  
Your choice to use vulgarity and derogatory statements betrays the very purpose you purport to have. Your words of anger borderline hate and it is difficult to hear what you are saying.

In sort Maggie.....

Your an old windbag full of icky smells.

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either.
Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.
And quit calling my bible a religion!

---

**HardTruth**
Get Your Wisdom On or GTFO of the Way
User ID: 156554
Today 02:43 AM
Posts: 8,507

Post: #256
Signs of His soon return
BJ Wrote:
All this nitpicking over what the Scriptures mean is just plain silly.
The love and keeping of the Commandments is all the duty of man, so said Solomon. Jesus said, "If you love me, you will keep My commandments."
It's such a simple thing, but made complex by the giving over of so many with diverse opinions, most of whom probably couldn't recite the Ten Commandments without reading them from script.
Shame on all of you! Nobody is 100% enlightened as to what this or that really means...NOBODY! Language has changed over the centuries so that one must use reasoning to understand (or try to) the original meaning of the words. Only Latin hasn't changed.

**To denigrate what other people believe is the very height of arrogance.**
The world has had enough of religions killing in some god's name, so there you go, I denigrate you religious loons some more!!

😊

_________________________
*If it seeketh, expects, or demands worship, it is not divine!!*

*If an entity were not judgmental and if an entity were not controlling then it would have no need to be either just nor "merciful" in the first place now would it!?* - Cosmahl

---

**HardTruth**
Get Your Wisdom On or GTFO of the Way
User ID: 156554
Today 02:43 AM
Posts: 8,507

Post: #257
Signs of His soon return
666 Is Now Wrote:
BJ Wrote:
All this nitpicking over what the Scriptures mean is just plain silly.
The love and keeping of the Commandments is all the duty of man, so said Solomon. Jesus said, "If you love me, you will keep My commandments."
It's such a simple thing, but made complex by the giving over of so many with diverse opinions, most of whom probably couldn't recite the Ten Commandments without reading them from script.
Shame on all of you! Nobody is 100% enlightened as to what this or that really means...NOBODY! Language has changed over the centuries so that one must use reasoning to understand (or try to) the original meaning of the words. Only Latin hasn't changed.
To denigrate what other people believe is the very height of arrogance.

Well, on a positive note: My hits are going through the roof.

:)  

BS

If it seeketh, expects, or demands worship, it is not divine!!

If an entity were not judgmental and if an entity were not controlling then it would have no need to be either just nor "merciful" in the first place now would it!? - Cosmah

---

LoP Guest
User ID: 130884
Today 02:44 AM

Post: #258
Signs of His soon return

LoP Guest Wrote:

Angry Bird Wrote:

BJ Wrote:

No, he didn't get his books all muddled up.

Rev. 12:9 And that great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, who is called the devil and satan, who seduces the whole world. And his angels were thrown down with him.

so, the book of job was a lie?
Job is a mysterious book. Just make sure you have a good translation or it doesn't sound right. Job 18 is about humans who collaborate with aliens.

Here is the most accurate translation, not sure what edition it is...

Quote:Then Bildad the Shuhite answered and said:
“How long till you put an end to words?
Gain understanding, and afterward we will speak.
Why are we counted as beasts,
And regarded as stupid in your sight?”

“You who tear yourself in anger,
Shall the earth be forsaken for you?
Or shall the rock be removed from its place?”

“The light of the wicked indeed goes out,
And the flame of his fire does not shine.
The light is dark in his tent,
And his lamp beside him is put out.”

“The steps of his strength are shortened,
And his own counsel casts him down.
For he is cast into a net by his own feet,
And he walks into a snare.
The net takes him by the heel,
And a snare lays hold of him.
A noose is hidden for him on the ground,
And a trap for him in the road.”

---
“Terrors frighten him on every side,
And drive him to his feet.
His strength is starved,
And destruction is ready at his side.
It devours patches of his skin;
The firstborn of death devours his limbs.
He is uprooted from the shelter of his tent,
And they parade him before the king of terrors.
They dwell in his tent who are none of his;
Brimstone is scattered on his dwelling.
His roots are dried out below,
And his branch withers above.”

“The memory of him perishes from the earth,
And he has no name among the renowned.
He is driven from light into darkness,
And chased out of the world.
He has neither son nor posterity among his people,
Nor any remaining in his dwellings.
Those in the west are astonished at his day,
As those in the east are frightened.
Surely such are the dwellings of the wicked,
And this is the place of him who does not know God.”

**Post: #259**

**Signs of His soon return**

**BJ** Wrote:

All this nit picking over what the Scriptures mean is just plain silly.

The love and keeping of the Commandments is all the duty of man, so said Solomon. Jesus said, "If you love me, you will keep My commandments."

It's such a simple thing, but made complex by the giving over of so many with diverse opinions, most of whom probably couldn't recite the Ten Commandments without reading them from script.

Shame on all of you! Nobody is 100% enlightened as to what this or that really means...NOBODY! Language has changed over the centuries so that one must use reasoning to understand (or try to) the original meaning of the words. Only Latin hasn't changed.

To denigrate what other people believe is the very height of arrogance.

I understand what you are saying BJ. I have deliberately refrained from denigrating anyone. I agree that when folks start referring to others as stupid and use forms of vulgarity to express themselves, it is wrong.

Having an exchange of ideas and knowledge is a good thing, but not for everyone.

**Post: #260**

**Signs of His soon return**

**666 Is Now** Wrote:

**Angry Bird** Wrote:

**LoP Guest** Wrote:
Job is a mysterious book. Just make sure you have a good translation or it doesn't sound right. Job 18 is about humans who collaborate with aliens.

And then translate the first part where satan was walking to and for upon the face of the earth...

Or perhaps, re translate genesis where the serpent was cursed...

One of these books must certainly be wrong.

You seem to take a literal translation to a metaphor. That's ok. I use to also.

First fruits.....

Spiritually the serpent worked on behalf of satan. And spiritually Cain became the seed of satan.

But physically, the serpent was a beast of the field, and Cain was a man from The Lord.

Choices, freewill. Guess that got pass you.

It is our decisions which makes us Gods children or satans seed.

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

(This post was last modified: Today 02:47 AM by Angry Bird.)

He who has true understanding knows that the cause of the problems in this existence are because of ego. Humans have shown some bad problems in this respect, but those at the top of the food chain, will make any excuse to justify their continued existence, keep taking more for themselves and not leaving a fair amount for many. And, we are asked to give our sincerest to help them, yet they cannot be reached. So, what is dearest to us is as good as futile in this case.

Do not worry about your spiritual beliefs, only the limitations you create for yourself because of ego. For, the fences we create for ourselves are the most problematic to overcome. Yet, in many cases, our reasoning is justified, that fact still doesn't help.

Luke, admit your beliefs are false, it is the only way you can grow. Make up for your evils and tell a gay person that God does value them. For, hate is all based on ego, and God does not have ego. And God does indeed ask from us the greatest and purest sacrifice we are able to give. Yet, the fundamentalists think they have the truth, but the truth is hard to accept, why are they so easily convinced then when most fight the truth vigorously because it is that hard for them?
This was really well written! And has so much truth. Yes, God values all of mankind, after all, He created us and in His image, their image. Christ has told us that we can inherit all that He and the Father has, that we may be joint heirs with Him.

My point is this: Yes, God loves everyone of us but, there is a law of justice that needed to be served. Christ served and fulfilled that law by sacrificing himself, for us, so that if we believed, and followed Him, and kept His commandments, we would be spared the law of justice which would be a horrible thing to suffer, given our inadequacies. He did it for us.

Here is what most do not understand: Every single person born will freely receive resurrection. That is the free gift. But to receive the gift of mercy, of exaltation, to become heirs and joint heirs with Christ, we have to learn and apply what He taught us to do. We have to apply those covenants and learn forgiveness, and learn to love as He did, become as much like Him as we can in this mortal body and world, and then He will make up the difference---Mercy---

Sins are still sins, no matter the kind, and compliance is required to gain exaltation rather than simply salvation from death.

Beloved I love what you wrote, BUT the part about resurrection is a CHOICE as life is eternal unless rejected. God within, and the MIND is the free gift, not the resurrection. The planet HERSELF< GAIA is being resurrected. It is HER CHOICE at this time. Most of man will not go with her at this time and must wait another opportunity someplace else. NOBODY MAKES UP THE DIFFERENCE.

The resurrection percentage of souls on this world is just not outstanding, it is very low and we are doing everything we can to improve the count.

Man tended to believe he was temporary. He was told he was ETERNAL, That was the good news, but eternity does not come without GREAT EFFORT. All are eternal, unless they throw in the rag in fact, but how long it takes to get to Paradise, is up to each one individually and it takes eons at the least. You are not equal to the Father until you have done what it takes to become LIKE HIM and its not done in a single life, it is don't over many many eons on fact.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization
When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind. -- J. Krishnamurti

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>666 Is Now</strong></th>
<th>Registered User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 156054</td>
<td>Today 02:48 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts: 4,230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Post: #262**

Signs of His soon return

**Angry Bird** Wrote: 666 Is Now _Wrote:

And then translate the first part where satan was walking to and for upon the face of the earth...

Or perhaps, re translate genesis where the serpent was cursed...

One of these books must certainly be wrong.

You seem to take a literal translation to a metaphor. That's ok. I use to also.

First fruits.....

Spiritually the serpent worked on behalf of satan. And spiritually Cain became the seed of satan.

But physically, the serpent was a beast of the field, and Cain was a man from The Lord.

Choices, freewill. Guess that got pass you.

It is our decisions which makes us Gods children or satans seed.

I've proved it with Scripture the serpent WAS/IS satan.

http://www.666themark.com/

(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Antithesis</strong></th>
<th>Formerly Someone Else</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 156403</td>
<td>Today 02:51 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Post: #263**

Signs of His soon return

666 Is Now _Wrote:

**Angry Bird** Wrote: 666 Is Now _Wrote:

You seem to take a literal translation to a metaphor. That's ok. I use to also.

First fruits.....

--- AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02  -- page. 65
Spiritually the serpent worked on behalf of satan. And spiritually Cain became the seed of satan.

But physically, the serpent was a beast of the field, and Cain was a man from The Lord.

Choices, freewill. Guess that got pass you.

It is our decisions which makes us God's children or satan's seed.

I've proved it with Scripture the serpent WAS/IS satan.

Well, we're all creating "scripture" as well, with every post made.

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 130884
Today 02:51 AM

Post: #264
Signs of His soon return
666 Is Now . Wrote:
Angry Bird . Wrote:
666 Is Now . Wrote:
You seem to take a literal translation to a metaphor. That's ok. I use to also.

First fruits.....

Spiritually the serpent worked on behalf of satan. And spiritually Cain became the seed of satan.

But physically, the serpent was a beast of the field, and Cain was a man from The Lord.

Choices, freewill. Guess that got pass you.

It is our decisions which makes us God's children or satan's seed.

I've proved it with Scripture the serpent WAS/IS satan.

Satan is Baphomet, the goat-man. So I guess you would not know that you met him or didn't. The serpent humanoids are an ET race.

Maggie
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 144879
Today 02:53 AM

Post: #265
Signs of His soon return
Angry Bird . Wrote:
666 Is Now . Wrote:
Angry Bird . Wrote:
And then translate the first part where satan was walking to and for upon the face of the earth...

Or perhaps, re translate genesis where the serpent was cursed...

One of these books must certainly be wrong.

You seem to take a literal translation to a metaphor. That's ok. I use to also.

First fruits.....

Spiritually the serpent worked on behalf of satan. And spiritually Cain became the seed of satan.
But physically, the serpent was a beast of the field, and Cain was a man from The Lord.

Choices, freewill. Guess that got pass you.

It is our decisions which makes us Gods children or satans seed.

Angry bird, did you read a single thing I devoted my day to placing here? ANY OF IT. The above indicates you did not. the above is also horseshit. What in hell are YOU ones going to do if you cannot learn to reason any better than this when the shit hits the fan? Have you prepared for LIFE? BEcause its going to get harder soon, the earth is unraveling and there is no rapture off the place. You will deal with it. What are you doing to do when we explain on global TV the delusion you ones of religions are under and shatter your whole perception in the lies you have believed while you ones did nothing in your church groups power to change the world? You ones have not walked in Christ and the warring in the Middle east, and the continuance of the denial of 911 for it was is proof. You ones have not found your power, you have expected Jesus to come riding thru on his white horse and rapture you out of here, and then save the world and rule it 1000 years right, is that how it works to you ones. Well its doesn't work that way.

When will you figure out meditation and going within to commune with the Father within you? For you cannot make sensible decisions without doing that. It is essential to learn. That is what MIND IS FOR. To commune with the Father Within. by meditation. Jesus (esu) mentioned that in the piece I posted twice in this thread, what that would do for mankind. did you bother to read and THINK ABOUT WHAT IT SAID, or do you just PREFER OLD LIES you have been taught. It matters not who the serpent was and all that anyway, I was sure surprised by the slithering though, hadn't seen that before.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization
LoP Guest _Wrote:

666 Is Now _Wrote:

Angry Bird _Wrote:

First fruits.....

Spiritually the serpent worked on behalf of satan. And spiritually Cain became the seed of satan.

But physically, the serpent was a beast of the field, and Cain was a man from The Lord.

Choices, freewill. Guess that got pass you.

It is our decisions which makes us Gods children or satans seed.

I've proved it with Scripture the serpent WAS/IS satan.

Satan is Baphomet, the goat-man. So I guess you would not know that you met him or didn't. The serpent humanoids are an ET race.

Dude, that's just weird and unbiblical.

http://www.666themark.com/  
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

Angry Bird  
Registered User  
User ID: 156590  
Today 02:55 AM  
Posts: 3,862

Post:  #267

Signs of His soon return  
666 Is Now _Wrote:

Angry Bird _Wrote:

666 Is Now _Wrote:

You seem to take a literal translation to a metaphor. That's ok. I use to also.

First fruits.....

Spiritually the serpent worked on behalf of satan. And spiritually Cain became the seed of satan.

But physically, the serpent was a beast of the field, and Cain was a man from The Lord.

Choices, freewill. Guess that got pass you.

It is our decisions which makes us Gods children or satans seed.

I've proved it with Scripture the serpent WAS/IS satan.

I want to see the lords face when you tell him eve had sex with the serpent and was the father of Cain.

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

-- AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 -- page. 68
Angry Bird  
Registered User  
User ID: 156590  
Today 02:58 AM

Posts: 3,862

Maggie Wrote:  
Angry Bird Wrote:  
666 Is Now Wrote:  
You seem to take a literal translation to a metaphor. That's ok. I use to also.

First fruits.....

Spiritually the serpent worked on behalf of satan. And spiritually Cain became the seed of satan.

But physically, the serpent was a beast of the field, and Cain was a man from The Lord.

Choices, freewill. Guess that got pass you.

It is our decisions which makes us Gods children or satans seed.

Angry bird, did you read a single thing I devoted my day to placing here? ANY OF IT. The above indicates you did not. the above is also horseshit.

Maggie, I'm sorry if you was under the impression that I actually read your posts :(  

Your line of thought is definitely not something I want polluting my mind.

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide book chapter and verse.

And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either

Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.

And quit calling my bible a religion!

LoP Guest  
lop guest  
User ID: 130884  
Today 02:58 AM

Post: #269  
Signs of His soon return  
666 Is Now Wrote:  
LoP Guest Wrote:  
666 Is Now Wrote:  
I've proved it with Scripture the serpent WAS/IS satan. Satan is Baphomet, the goat-man. So I guess you would not know that you met him or didn't. The serpent humanoids are an ET race.

Dude, that's just weird and unbiblical.  
The serpent is just the most egotistical of all the races. I can't explain for you the devil's true form, but he does imprint himself on images. There are plenty of those images available if you search for them.
User ID: 155509
Today 02:58 AM

http://youtu.be/MW5LU9oqsrY

---

Maggie
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 144879
Today 02:59 AM

Posts: 2,187

Post: #271
Signs of His soon return
LoP Guest Wrote:
666 Is Now Wrote:
Angry Bird Wrote:
First fruits.....

Spiritually the serpent worked on behalf of satan. And spiritually Cain became the seed of satan.

But physically, the serpent was a beast of the field, and Cain was a man from The Lord.

Choices, freewill. Guess that got pass you.

It is our decisions which makes us Gods children or satans seed.

I’ve proved it with Scripture the serpent WAS/IS satan. Satan is Baphomet, the goat-man. So I guess you would not know that you met him or didn't. The serpent humanoids are an ET race.

Scripture is full of lies, you proved nothing by quoting it. It is old stories that got corrupted over time, it is NOT scripture at all in fact. It is not the word of God. YOU ONES ARE THE WORD OF GOD BECAUSE OF BEING CONSCIOUS THINKING ENTITIES, BUT I AM SURE DOUBTING THE THINKING PART, WHEN YOU QUOTE PURE BS AND DON'T KNOW IT.

AND WHAT IS "BAPHOMET THE GOAT MAN”? PLEASE EXPLAIN THAT ONE.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

---

-- AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 -- page. 70
He who has true understanding knows that the cause of the problems in this existence are because of ego. Humans have shown some bad problems in this respect, but those at the top of the food chain, will make any excuse to justify their continued existence, keep taking more for themselves and not leaving a fair amount for many. And, we are asked to give our sincerest to help them, yet they cannot be reached. So, what is dearest to us is as good as futile in this case.

Do not worry about your spiritual beliefs, only the limitations you create for yourself because of ego. For, the fences we create for ourselves are the most problematic to overcome. Yet, in many cases, our reasoning is justified, that fact still doesn't help.

Luke, admit your beliefs are false, it is the only way you can grow. Make up for your evils and tell a gay person that God does value them. For, hate is all based on ego, and God does not have ego. And God does indeed ask from us the greatest and purest sacrifice we are able to give. Yet, the fundamentalists think they have the truth, but the truth is hard to accept, why are they so easily convinced then when most fight the truth vigorously because it is that hard for them?

This was really well written! And has so much truth. Yes, God values all of mankind, after all, He created us and in His image, their image. Christ has told us that we can inherit all that He and the Father has, that we may be joint heirs with Him.

My point is this: Yes, God loves everyone of us but, there is a law of justice that needed to be served. Christ served and fulfilled that law by sacrificing himself, for us, so that if we believed, and followed Him, and kept His commandments, we would be spared the law of justice which would be a horrible thing to suffer, given our inadequacies. He did it for us.

Here is what most do not understand: Every single person born will freely receive resurrection. That is the free gift. But to receive the gift of mercy, of exaltation, to become heirs and joint heirs with Christ, we have to learn and
apply what he taught us to do. We have to apply those covenants and learn forgiveness, and learn to love as He did, become as much like Him as we can in this mortal body and world, and then He will make up the difference---

Mercy---

Sins are still sins, no matter the kind, and compliance is required to gain exaltation rather than simply salvation from death.

Beloved I love what you wrote, BUT the part about resurrection is a CHOICE as life is eternal unless rejected. God within, and the MIND is the free gift, not the resurrection. The planet HERSELF< GAIA is being resurrected. It is HER CHOICE at this time. Most of man will not go with her at this time and must wait another opportunity someplace else. NOBODY MAKES UP THE DIFFERENCE.

The resurrection percentage of souls on this world is just not outstanding, it is very low and we are doing everything we can to improve the count.

Man tended to believe he was temporary. He was told he was ETERNAL, That was the good news, but eternity does not come without GREAT EFFORT. All are eternal, unless they throw in the rag in fact, but how long it takes to get to Paradise, is up to each one individually and it takes eons at the least. You are not equal to the Father until you have done what it takes to become LIKE HIM and its not done in a single life, it is don't over many many eons on fact.

Thank you Maggie for explaining how you believe it works.

I believe, through my studies that Christ gave His life to overcome physical death for all of mankind, those that have lived, do live, and will live on this earth and pass through mortality. All will rise to resurrection of the spirit and body and will become immortal souls.

Exaltation/progression is what is not free. The fire and brimstone so many purport to be hell is not a literal burning. It is the grief/spiritual grief one has when they rise as a resurrection soul damned from eternal progression and exaltation. The same way a dam, dams the water. Holds it back. This is what will be our personal doing. Spiritual death.

(This post was last modified: Today 03:03 AM by mysteries.)
in this mortal body and world, and then He will make up the difference—

Mercy---

Sins are still sins, no matter the kind, and compliance is required to gain exaltation rather than simply salvation from death.

Beloved I love what you wrote, BUT the part about resurrection is a CHOICE as life is eternal unless rejected. God within, and the MIND is the free gift, not the resurrection. The planet HERSELF< GAIA is being resurrected. It is HER CHOICE at this time. Most of man will not go with her at this time and must wait another opportunity someplace else. NOBODY MAKES UP THE DIFFERENCE.
The resurrection percentage of souls on this world is just not outstanding, it is very low and we are doing everything we can to improve the count.

Man tended to believe he was temporary. He was told he was ETERNAL, That was the good news, but eternity does not come without GREAT EFFORT. All are eternal, unless they throw in the rag in fact, but how long it takes to get to Paradise, is up to each one individually and it takes eons at the least. You are not equal to the Father until you have done what it takes to become LIKE HIM and its not done in a single life, it is don't over many many eons on fact.

Thank you Maggie for explaining how you believe it works.
I believe, through my studies that Christ gave His life to overcome physical death for all of mankind, those that have lived, do live, and will live on this earth and pass through mortality. All will rise to resurrection of the spirit and body and will become immortal souls.

Spiritual death / damnation is what is not free. The fire and brimstone so many purport to be hell is not a literal burning. It is the grief/spiritual grief one has when they rise as a resurrection soul damned from eternal progression and exaltation. The same way a dam, dams the water. Holds it back. This is what will be our personal doing.

I believe in a literal burning hell, cause God taught about it in Luke 16.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

---

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 130884
Today 03:04 AM

Post: #274
Signs of His soon return
mysteries _Wrote:
Maggie _Wrote:
mysteries _Wrote:
This was really well written! And has so much truth. Yes, God values all of mankind, after all, He created us and in His image, their image. Christ has told us that we can inherit all that He and the Father has, that we may be joint heirs with Him.

My point is this: Yes, God loves everyone of us but, there is a law of justice that needed to be served. Christ served and fulfilled that law by sacrificing himself, for us, so that if we believed, and followed Him, and kept His commandments, we would be spared the law of justice which would be a horrible thing to suffer, given our inadequacies. He did it for us.

Here is what most do not understand: Every single person born will freely receive resurrection. That is the free gift. But to receive the gift of mercy, of exaltation, to become heirs and joint heirs with Christ, we have to learn and apply what he taught
us to do. We have to apply those covenants and learn forgiveness, and learn to love as He did, become as much like Him as we can in this mortal body and world, and then He will make up the difference—Mercy---

Sins are still sins, no matter the kind, and compliance is required to gain exaltation rather than simply salvation from death.

Beloved I love what you wrote, BUT the part about resurrection is a CHOICE as life is eternal unless rejected. God within, and the MIND is the free gift, not the resurrection. The planet HERSELF< GAIA is being resurrected. It is HER CHOICE at this time. Most of man will not go with her at this time and must wait another opportunity someplace else. NOBODY MAKES UP THE DIFFERENCE.

The resurrection percentage of souls on this world is just not outstanding, it is very low and we are doing everything we can to improve the count.

Man tended to believe he was temporary. He was told he was ETERNAL, That was the good news, but eternity does not come without GREAT EFFORT. All are eternal, unless they throw in the rag in fact, but how long it takes to get to Paradise, is up to each one individually and it takes eons at the least. You are not equal to the Father until you have done what it takes to become LIKE HIM and its not done in a single life, it is don't over many many eons on fact.

Thank you Maggie for explaining how you believe it works.

I believe, through my studies that Christ gave His life to overcome physical death for all of mankind, those that have lived, do live, and will live on this earth and pass through mortality. All will rise to resurrection of the spirit and body and will become immortal souls.

Exaltation/progression is what is not free. The fire and brimstone so many purport to be hell is not a literal burning. It is the grief/spiritual grief one has when they rise as a resurrection soul damned from eternal progression and exaltation. The same way a dam, dams the water. Holds it back. This is what will be our personal doing. Spiritual death.

The place we think of as 'hell' does not have a fire nor is it eternal, only eternal if you refuse to ever change, but the most evil people won't change.

---

**BJ lop guest**

**User ID:** 105820

**Today 03:04 AM**

**Post:** #275

**Signs of His soon return**

There are such creatures as serpents that have alligator bodies with human heads, called the Naga. I was able to copy a picture off a website, but cannot post it. The caption beneath the picture reads:

"This picture below was taken this morning near the Safamiya beach in the Eastern Province. Aramco Security and Industrial Security Force (ISF) are debating as to whether to issue a warning, close the beach or do nothing and assist in manpower control.

Investigation revealed that there are more than 3,500 of this kind of human-animal in the Tamajib area. It is 25 years since last time it was seen in the Tamajib area."

Found it here, but the website no longer exists:

[http://www.cloakanddagger.de/_Grossmann/...phics.html](http://www.cloakanddagger.de/_Grossmann/...phics.html)

So, 3,500 of the creatures exist today. They crawl upon their bellies. The Naga are thought to be semi-divine snakes with human faces and serpents tails. It is in the Patala, a watery region under the earth that they reside.
The Britannica Online notes that: Sanskrit NAGA ("serpent"), in Hindu and Buddhist mythology, a member of a class of semidivine beings, half human and half serpentine.

(Good pics of serpents\Nagas on this site.)

http://www.piney.com/naga.html

---

**Maggie**

I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 144879
Today 03:04 AM

**LoP Guest**

Post: #276
Signs of His soon return
LoP Guest Wrote:

666 Is Now Wrote:

LoP Guest Wrote:

Satan is Baphomet, the goat-man. So I guess you would not know that you met him or didn't. The serpent humanoids are an ET race.

Dude, that's just weird and unbiblical. The serpent is just the most egotistical of all the races. I can't explain for you the devil's true form, but he does imprint himself on images. There are plenty of those images available if you search for them.

THERE IS NO DEVIL!!!! IF YOU HAVE SEEN IMAGE, EITHER THEY ARE FAKED OR YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU SAW. THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS THE DEVIL. THE WORD IS A CONTRACTION OF DO EVIL. DEVILS ARE THOSE THAT DO EVIL, ENOUGH ALREADY. THINK

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

---

**LoP Guest**

lop guest
User ID: 130884
Today 03:06 AM

**666 Is Now**

Wrote:

**mysteries** Wrote:

Maggie Wrote:

Beloved I love what you wrote, BUT the part about resurrection is a CHOICE as life is eternal unless rejected. God within, and the MIND is the free gift, not the resurrection. The planet HERSELF< GAIA is being resurrected. It is HER CHOICE at this time. Most
of man will not go with her at this time and must wait another opportunity someplace else. NOBODY MAKES UP THE DIFFERENCE. The resurrection percentage of souls on this world is just not outstanding, it is very low and we are doing everything we can to improve the count.

Man tended to believe he was temporary. He was told he was ETERNAL. That was the good news, but eternity does not come without GREAT EFFORT. All are eternal, unless they throw in the rag in fact, but how long it takes to get to Paradise, is up to each one individually and it takes eons at the least. You are not equal to the Father until you have done what it takes to become LIKE HIM and its not done in a single life, it is don't over many many eons on fact.

Thank you Maggie for explaining how you believe it works.
I believe, through my studies that Christ gave His life to overcome physical death for all of mankind, those that have lived, do live, and will live on this earth and pass through mortality. All will rise to resurrection of the spirit and body and will become immortal souls.

Spiritual death / damnation is what is not free. The fire and brimstone so many purport to be hell is not a literal burning. It is the grief/spiritual grief one has when they rise as a resurrection soul damned from eternal progression and exaltation. The same way a dam, dams the water. Holds it back. This is what will be our personal doing.

I believe in a literal burning hell, cause God taught about it in Luke 16.
Just another religitard who erroneously thinks that indefinite torture is a divine tool. An evil soul only feels the pain for the specific evil they have done, otherwise it could not be justified.

---

**Post: #278**
*Signs of His soon return*

BJ Wrote:

There are such creatures as serpents that have alligator bodies with human heads, called the Naga. I was able to copy a picture off a website, but cannot post it. The caption beneath the picture reads:

"This picture below was taken this morning near the Safamiya beach in the Eastern Province. Aramco Security and Industrial Security Force (ISF) are debating as to whether to issue a warning, close the beach or do nothing and assist in manpower control.

Investigation revealed that there are more than 3,500 of this kind of human-animal in the Tamajib area. It is 25 years since last time it was seen in the Tamajib area."

Found it here, but the website no longer exists:

http://www.cloakanddagger.de/_Grossmann/...phics.html

So, 3,500 of the creatures exist today. They crawl upon their bellies. The Naga are thought to be semi-divine snakes with human faces and serpents tails. It is in the Patala, a watery region under the earth that they reside.

The Britannica Online notes that: Sanskrit NAGA ("serpent"), in Hindu and Buddhist mythology, a member of a class of semidivine beings, half human and half serpentine.
(Good pics of serpents\Nagas on this site.)

http://www.piney.com/naga.html

I gave them the truth, with one verse from Revelation and posted a video of the entire book of enoch.

They reject it. What else can I do?

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

---

LoP Guest

lop guest
User ID: 130884
Today 03:07 AM

Post: #279
Signs of His soon return
Maggie _Wrote:
LoP Guest _Wrote:
666 Is Now _Wrote:
Dude, that's just weird and unbiblical. The serpent is just the most egotistical of all the races. I can't explain for you the devil's true form, but he does imprint himself on images. There are plenty of those images available if you search for them.

THERE IS NO DEVIL!!!! IF YOU HAVE SEEN IMAGE, EITHER THEY ARE FAKED OR YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU SAW. THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS THE DEVIL. THE WORD IS A CONTRACTION OF DO EVIL. DEVILS ARE THOSE THAT DO EVIL, ENOUGH ALREADY. THINK

You're wrong. I know he is real. For when one gives truest gift to God, he always receives falsest 'gift' from the devil.

---

666 Is Now
Registered User
User ID: 156054
Today 03:07 AM

Posts: 4,230

Post: #280
Signs of His soon return
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666 Is Now _Wrote:
mysteries _Wrote:
Thank you Maggie for explaining how you believe it works.

I believe, through my studies that Christ gave His life to overcome physical death for all of mankind, those that have lived, do live, and will live on this earth and pass through mortality. All will rise to resurrection of the spirit and body and will become immortal souls.

Spiritual death / damnation is what is not free. The fire and brimstone so many purport to be hell is not a literal burning. It is the grief/spiritual grief one has when they rise as a resurrection soul damned from eternal progression and exaltation. The same way a dam, dams the water. Holds it back. This is what will be our personal doing.

I believe in a literal burning hell, cause God taught about it in Luke 16. Just another religitard who erroneously thinks that indefinite torture is a divine tool. An evil soul only feels the pain for the specific evil they have done, otherwise it could not be justified.

Revelation 20:15 says different.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)
Signs of His soon return

BJ wrote:

There are such creatures as serpents that have alligator bodies with human heads, called the Naga. I was able to copy a picture off a website, but cannot post it. The caption beneath the picture reads:

"This picture below was taken this morning near the Safamiya beach in the Eastern Province. Aramco Security and Industrial Security Force (ISF) are debating as to whether to issue a warning, close the beach or do nothing and assist in manpower control.

Investigation revealed that there are more than 3,500 of this kind of human-animal in the Tamajib area. It is 25 years since last time it was seen in the Tamajib area."

Found it here, but the website no longer exists:

http://www.cloakanddagger.de/_Grossmann/...phics.html

So, 3,500 of the creatures exist today. They crawl upon their bellies. The Naga are thought to be semi-divine snakes with human faces and serpents tails. It is in the Patala, a watery region under the earth that they reside.

The Britannica Online notes that: Sanskrit NAGA ("serpent"), in Hindu and Buddhist mythology, a member of a class of semidivine beings, half human and half serpentine.

(Good pics of serpents\Nagas on this site.)

http://www.piney.com/naga.html

THERE ARE NO BEINGS OF HUMAN SORT IN THAT TYPE OF BODY ON THIS WORLD. And your linky didn't work. There are no half serpentine half divine beings. NONE that I have ever seen anywhere. What is a semi divine SNAKE? If they are divine they walk upright. MYTHOLOGY but not truth.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization
When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind.

--J. Krishnamurti,

Signs of His soon return
I do not believe the scriptures are full of lies. I believe there are some errors due to translations and some due to them being in the hands of men with egos and power.

I also believe that many books were deliberately withheld from us by God because they would have condemned so many that were not able to even except the lesser truths. I believe these works will come forward. Many have since the early 1900’s.

The Biblical prophets speak of and use as references 16 books that are were missing. Some books that use to be canonized were uncanonized and others simply neglected as being relevant, all under the orders of man, not God.

God has always spoken to man through His prophets and also through personal revelation.

Thank you Maggie for explaining how you believe it works. I believe, through my studies that Christ gave His life to overcome physical death for all of mankind, those that have lived, do live, and will live on this earth and pass through mortality. All will rise to resurrection of the spirit and body and will become immortal souls.

Spiritual death / damnation is what is not free. The fire and brimstone so many purport to be hell is not a literal burning. It is the grief/spiritual grief one has when they rise as a resurrection soul damned from eternal progression and exaltation. The same way a dam, dams the water. Holds it back. This is what will be our personal doing.

I believe in a literal burning hell, cause God taught about it in Luke 16. Just another religitard who erroneously thinks that indefinite torture is a divine tool. An evil soul only feels the pain for the specific evil they have done, otherwise it could not be justified.
LUKE was not an apostle and never met Christ. HELL was added to your bible on purpose. It does not exist and cannot exist and God wrote nothing in Luke. NOTHING. it doesn't work that way. The lake of FIRE, that became the burning hell in mythology of the area, was the destruction of sodom and gomorrah, they had oil there.... and it went out upon the lake and burned. And the burning was carried out by the ET's from the Planet Jehovah. by recommendation from the celestial hierarchy and the plasma rays do uncreate the soul which is why the good were evacuated out of it, in the first place.

Christ did not overcome physical death, he was in a coma and what I write is not my beliefs, its JUST THE FACTS. YOU are NOT YOUR BODIES, meat suits don’t go to heaven, it is the soul that grows divine. your heaven is not what you think it is either. Even the advanced body Christ used, was a meat suit, but of better quality than earth meat suits. When you go to the higher realms you are given forms that work there, these meat suits do not.

Now quit making fools out of yourselves and read my teachings. For there is just the facts.

per my signature file: "There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn’t true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard And so it is apparent in this very thread.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn’t true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

---

mysteries
Registered User
User ID: 154541
Today 03:15 AM

Post: #284
Signs of His soon return
LoP Guest 130884-

You said "The place we think of as 'hell' does not have a fire nor is it eternal, only eternal if you refuse to ever change, but the most evil people won't change."

I agree with you 100%
I know this is true.
edit to say: We know, because the scriptures state, that there is only one unforgiveable sin.

Maggie  
I AM THAT I AM  
User ID: 144879  
Today 03:17 AM  

Posts: 2,187

Post: #285  
Signs of His soon return  
mysteries Wrote:  

I do not believe the scriptures are full of lies. I believe there are some errors due to translations and some due to them being in the hands of men with egos and power.

I also believe that many books were deliberately withheld from us by God because they would have condemned so many that were not able to even except the lesser truths. I believe these works will come forward. Many have since the early 1900's.

The Biblical prophets speak of and use as references 16 books that are were missing. Some books that use to be canonized were uncanonized and others simply neglected as being relevant, all under the orders of man, not God.

God has always spoken to man through His prophets and also through personal revelation.

really? REALLY? REALLY NOW? I have read some of those supposed missing books too and they aren't very impressive either. God did not deliberately withhold anything. WHEN YOU ARE ONES GOING TO UNDERSTAND THAT GOD IS WITHIN YOU! YOU STILL DON'T GET IT. NO GOD UP THERE HAD JACK SHIT TO DO WITH WHAT WENT INTO THE BIBLE. STOP MAKING GOD SEPARATE FROM YOURSELVES. AND WHAT DOES UN CANONIZED, OR CANONIZED MEAN, REGARDS WORDS AND BIBLE BOOKS, ITS A WORD CREATED BY THE VATICAN AND IT MEANS NOTHING WHEN IT COMES TO WHAT WENT INTO THE BIBLE AND WHAT WAS CHANGED AND LEFT OUT. YOU ONES ARE SO LIED TO, ITS NOT FUNNY, IT IS SAD AND SICKENING AND YOU MUST DESIRE TO KNOW BETTER.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization
Signs of His soon return

mysteries Wrote:

Maggie Wrote:

mysteries Wrote:

This was really well written! And has so much truth. Yes, God values all of mankind, after all, He created us and in His image, their image. Christ has told us that we can inherit all that He and the Father has, that we may be joint heirs with Him.

My point is this: Yes, God loves everyone of us but, there is a law of justice that needed to be served. Christ served and fulfilled that law by sacrificing himself, for us, so that if we believed, and followed Him, and kept His commandments, we would be spared the law of justice which would be a horrible thing to suffer, given our inadequacies. He did it for us.

Here is what most do not understand: Every single person born will freely receive resurrection. That is the free gift. But to receive the gift of mercy, of exaltation, to become heirs and joint heirs with Christ, we have to learn and apply what he taught us to do. We have to apply those covenants and learn forgiveness, and learn to love as He did, become as much like Him as we can in this mortal body and world, and then He will make up the difference-- Mercy---

Sins are still sins, no matter the kind, and compliance is required to gain exaltation rather than simply salvation from death.

Beloved I love what you wrote, BUT the part about resurrection is a CHOICE as life is eternal unless rejected. God within, and the MIND is the free gift, not the resurrection. The planet HERSELF< GAIA is being resurrected. It is HER CHOICE at this time. Most of man will not go with her at this time and must wait another opportunity someplace else. NOBODY MAKES UP THE DIFFERENCE.

The resurrection percentage of souls on this world is just not outstanding, it is very low and we are doing everything we can to improve the count.

Man tended to believe he was temporary. He was told he was ETERNAL, That was the good news, but eternity does not come without GREAT EFFORT. All are eternal, unless they throw in the rag in fact, but how long it takes to get to Paradise, is up to each one individually and it takes eons at the least. You are not equal to the Father until you have done what it takes to become LIKE HIM and its not done in a single life, it is don't over many many eons on fact.

Thank you Maggie for explaining how you believe it works.

I believe, through my studies that Christ gave His life to overcome physical death for
all of mankind, those that have lived, do live, and will live on this earth and pass through mortality. All will rise to resurrection of the spirit and body and will become immortal souls.

Exaltation/progression is what is not free. The fire and brimstone so many purport to be hell is not a literal burning. It is the grief/spiritual grief one has when they rise as a resurrection soul damned from eternal progression and exaltation. The same way a dam, dams the water. Holds it back. This is what will be our personal doing. Spiritual death.

I prefer the story about Hansel and Gretel personally.

No one has ever come back from the dead in the true meaning of the word. No one.

It does not matter what music you like.

What drink you procure.

What smoke you prefer.

What car you drive.

5 minutes after you're dead, you do not come back alive.

No one.

It's over.

Only your Psychosis perpetuates the fantasy.

What is in your head is not an original thought but something taught to you from a young age.

Think about it, you have been bombarded by the infatuations of long dead minds from birth.

Deal with it.

---

*Troll Hunter*
Registered User
User ID: 63168
Today 03:19 AM

Post: #287
Signs of His soon return
Can we all agree on one thing?
That religion has some ancient truth but 99.99% of everything pertaining to it IS PURE BULLSHIT
Take it for what it is
A beliefs system based on a collection of misinterpreted stories written by mortals thousands of years ago whom claim to know the will of a being Far beyond their comprehension

---

-- AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 -- page. 83
all those who spend a life in pursuit of this have missed the point.

---

**Maggie**  
I AM THAT I AM  
User ID: 144879  
Today 03:21 AM

---

**Post: #288**  
Signs of His soon return

AND WHILE YOU ONES ARE ARGUING HORSESHIT, YOUR WORLD IS GOING TO HELL! PER YOUR DEFINITION OF SUCH. YOU HAVE ALLOWED ITS DESTRUCTION AND PARTICIPATED IN ITS DESTRUCTION. I AM TIRED OF CHRISTIANS WHO SAY FINE, POLLUTE THE WORLD, DRIVE YOUR BIG GAS GUZZLING CARS, ET ALL, IT DOESN'T MATTER, ENJOY THEM SINCE THIS PERSON NAMED "GOD" IS GOING TO DESTROY THE PLANET ANYWAY, RIGHT AFTER HE RAPTURES YOU OFF IT. NO< NOT HOW IT WORKS LITTLE BABIES, NOT HOW IT WORKS. GOD DOES NOT DESTROY, MAN DOES. GOD IS THE CREATIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS. CELESTIAL HIERARCHY MAKES THE RULES TO LIVE BY, AS DOES NATURE. WHY IS THE CONCEPT OF CELESTIAL HIERARCHY SO TERRIBLY HARD TO COMPREHEND. DON'T WE HAVE GOVERNMENT ON THIS PLANET, WHY WOULD THE CREATION NOT BE GOVERNED?

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

---

**dig**  
Registered User  
User ID: 39243  
Today 03:21 AM

---

**Post: #289**  
Signs of His soon return

**mysteries** _Wrote:_

**Maggie** _Wrote:_

**mysteries** _Wrote:_

This was really well written! And has so much truth. Yes, God values all of mankind, after all, He created us and in His image, their image. Christ has told us that we can inherit all that He and the Father has, that we may be joint heirs with Him.
My point is this: Yes, God loves everyone of us but, there is a law of justice that needed to be served. Christ served and fulfilled that law by sacrificing himself, for us, so that if we believed, and followed Him, and kept His commandments, we would be spared the law of justice which would be a horrible thing to suffer, given our inadequacies. He did it for us.

Here is what most do not understand: Every single person born will freely receive resurrection. That is the free gift. But to receive the gift of mercy, of exaltation, to become heirs and joint heirs with Christ, we have to learn and apply what He taught us to do. We have to apply those covenants and learn forgiveness, and learn to love as He did, become as much like Him as we can in this mortal body and world, and then He will make up the difference-- Mercy---

Sins are still sins, no matter the kind, and compliance is required to gain exaltation rather than simply salvation from death.

Beloved I love what you wrote, BUT the part about resurrection is a CHOICE as life is eternal unless rejected. God within, and the MIND is the free gift, not the resurrection. The planet HERSELF< GAIA is being resurrected. It is HER CHOICE at this time. Most of man will not go with her at this time and must wait another opportunity someplace else. NOBODY MAKES UP THE DIFFERENCE.
The resurrection percentage of souls on this world is just not outstanding, it is very low and we are doing everything we can to improve the count.

Man tended to believe he was temporary. He was told he was ETERNAL, That was the good news, but eternity does not come without GREAT EFFORT. All are eternal, unless they throw in the rag in fact, but how long it takes to get to Paradise, is up to each one individually and it takes eons at the least. You are not equal to the Father until you have done what it takes to become LIKE HIM and its not done in a single life, it is don't over many many eons on fact.

Thank you Maggie for explaining how you believe it works.
I believe, through my studies that Christ gave His life to overcome physical death for all of mankind, those that have lived, do live, and will live on this earth and pass through mortality. All will rise to resurrection of the spirit and body and will become immortal souls.

Exaltation/progression is what is not free. The fire and brimstone so many purport to be hell is not a literal burning. It is the grief/spiritual grief one has when they rise as a resurrection soul damned from eternal progression and exaltation. The same way a dam, dams the water. Holds it back. This is what will be our personal doing. Spiritual death.
I prefer any fairytale.

No one has ever come back from the dead in the true meaning of the word. No one.
It does not matter what music you like.

What drink you procure.

What smoke you prefer.

What car you drive.

5 minutes after you're dead, you do not come back alive.

No one.
It's over.

Only your Psychosis perpetuates the fantasy.

What is in your head is not an original thought but something taught to you from a young age.

Think about it, (ironic) you have been bombarded by the infatuations of long dead minds.

It's a powerful control tool.

Deal with it.

(This post was last modified: Today 03:26 AM by dig.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: Maggie</th>
<th>User ID: 144879</th>
<th>Today 03:24 AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Posts: 2,187</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Post: #290**

**Signs of His soon return**

**Maggie Wrote:**

This is an excellent communication between Esu (one of the two who played the role of Jesus 2000 years ago) and Jess, one of our gifted telepaths who has a special role with Esu later. Just given yesterday. Esu is one of my two best friends in fact, the other being Michael of Nebadon who also was here WITH Esu and is returned. We formed Abundanthope. This is NOT a difficult piece to read. ENJOY it. For it is what is coming during the teaching period and after the long stasis, which is a temporary short term pause to be given to this world, so Gaia's body can remodel and then we can carry on.

http://abundanthope.net/pages/Jess_Antho...enda.shtml

Esu Has an Agenda

3-9-13

Esu, we should speak again. This seems to be a time of closure and transition. I ask for your comments and emphases.

Jess, I have things to say. This is a time of change and renewal. The efforts some took against an almost impossibly strong resistance have shown man to be willing and committed. This commitment has generated a light warrior that is guarded in its openness but willing to battle whatever is a barrier to truth.

I will need these warriors as I tackle the erroneous perceptions that man will retain even after the teaching period and the longer stasis. Man will learn, however, and he will acquire a new sense of perspective on how the universe functions within purposes laid out by Christ Michael Aton.

My task is to guide man to an awareness of the new realities of the ascended world he will find himself inhabiting. This will be slow work that will require a host of helpers and teachers. Many of you are in position to take on those roles, even if you don't know this consciously at this point. I know the
resources in you untapped, as of yet, and I will approach you with work that will be appropriate for your experiences and conceptions.

I have an agenda I will pursue. We must change man's thinking in the future, and I will address issues dealing with spirituality. Others will focus on living within this new world, and they will address the means to do this. My emphasis will, of course, affect the focus of the others. The phrase "as above so below" is emblematic of the relationship that must exist between man's concepts and his actions. Spiritual understanding shapes decisions. Actions that result from man's ideas are guided by his thinking.

Man's thinking is influenced by his experience of spiritual truth. Past involvements and the memories that define those encounters color his perceptions. My role is to bring light to man's perceptions and guide the way he experiences new information. His physical circumstances will be different, but he will retain a measure of past beliefs and conclusions. His judgments remain partial until he has the enlightenment I will bring.

The outgrowths of man's spiritual understanding are expressed at present in his religious and philosophical constructs. The tangled systems of belief and cognitive understanding you see reflect these misperceptions of spiritual truth. Religious dogmas have a residue of spiritual truth at their cores, but their elaborate systems of behavioral regulation and penance are nothing but political coverings. The simplicity of spiritual truth has lost its importance and become an insignificant component of mental and physical control.

Man must realize the error of this way. He must recognize that God is within and that all inhabitants are equal. Each is joined in a spiritual network where all become one. The universe was created in harmony. Each aspect functions as part of the whole. Man approximates this harmony by creations of beauty and balance. The notion of aesthetics formalizes this sense of joy and completeness. Man is joyful when he experiences harmony. Spirituality is beautiful, and man must learn to experience it that way. Spirituality is not hardship or suffering, as he often has been told.

Religion is not spiritual, as man defines it. Spirituality is being centered on God's truth and using that foundation to influence all decisions. Actions are beautiful when they are guided by this focus. My work here is to direct man to a perception of his place in this universe Christ Michael Aton has created. I am here to help man find beauty and truth.

FOR THE 3RD TIME IN THIS thread today, are the words of your beloved Jesus, fresh and given yesterday. did any of you READ IT?

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization
When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind. —J. Krishnamurti

**Post: #291**

**Signs of His soon return**

Maggie,

My reason for bringing up canonized and uncanonized was to make the point that many of the words and scripture that the primitive Church used and lived by were dismissed because of wicked men in high places after the apostacy. The word of God and His prophets were being distorted and twisted as early as 80 AD. By the 300 AD the truth was completely lost through precepts of men. The New Testament is not only the word of God and Christ but also a history of that era showing that the apostles spent a majority of their time setting the churches straight and trying to keep them inline with truth. It is the nature of man, especially the early Christians. They were Jewish, and it was difficult for Jesus and his apostles to teach them to give up many of their Old Testament ways.

There is so much depth, so many layers in the teachings, it was perfectly written so that those with ears would hear and eyes to see. All see the beautiful basics, the milk as the apostles put it. Few go on to discover the meat that the apostles spoke of. It is all given through the Holy Ghost in revelation.

**Post: #292**

Yes, I read the words you say are from Jesus. They are very much like what is written in ancient scriptures that have been discovered in the late 19th century and early 20th century.

Although there are factors and words that show mythology and paganistic beliefs mingled in.

That happened frequently to ancient texts and scripture.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>mysteries</strong></th>
<th><strong>dig</strong></th>
<th><strong>BJ</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registered User</td>
<td>Registered User</td>
<td>lop guest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 154541</td>
<td>User ID: 39243</td>
<td>User ID: 105820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Today 03:35 AM</td>
<td>Today 03:39 AM</td>
<td>Today 03:41 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts: 190</td>
<td>Posts: 2,838</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Post: #293** | **Signs of His soon return** | I apologize for not being able to respond more promptly, but I was away for awhile and the thread grew quickly and I have not read some of it. It is hard to keep up when you are 7-8 pages behind. |

| **Post: #294** | **Signs of His soon return** | There may be something to this life and it's many universes and size. But if critical thinking has taught me anything, it tells me it is not a religion, it is not a book, it's something else. Whatever that may be. Apparently, size is important. To quote from earthly literature as the end all and be all is but to piss in the wind cos peeps make shit up all the time homie. A rose by any other name is still ......something Shakespeare wrote. Which some critics may concider crap. |

---

| **Post: #295** | **Signs of His soon return** | Jesus speaks of hell and everlasting punishment: |

Matt. 16:28 Amen, I say to you, there are some of them that stand here that shall not taste death until they see the Son of Man coming in His kingdom. (Also Mark 8:39)

Matt. 25:41 Then He shall say to them also that shall be on His left hand: Depart from me, you cursed, into everlasting fire, which was prepared for the devil and his angels.

Matt. 25:46 And these shall go into everlasting punishment; but the just shall go into life everlasting.

The fire is everlasting, but mercy is even there for those imprisoned for their unrepentent sins except for blaspheming the Holy Ghost:

Luke 12:59 I say to you that you shall not go out from there until you have paid the last farthing.

Mark 3:29 But he that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost shall never have forgiveness, but shall be guilty of an everlasting sin.

Luke 12:10 And whosoever speaks a word against the Son of Man, it shall be forgiven
him; but to him that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost, it shall not be forgiven.

Had there been no thought to tampering with the Scriptures, there would have been no need to write this last admonishment to those in charge of them:

Rev. 22: 18,19 For I testify to every one that hears the words of the prophecy of this book: If any man shall add to these things, God shall add to him the plagues written in this book. (19) And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his art out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from these things that are written in this book.

Also to be found in the OT:

Deut. 4:2 You shall not add to the word that I speak to you; neither shall you take away from it. Keep the Commandments of the Lord your God which I commanded you.

Jeremiah 8:8,9
How do you say: We are wise, and the law of the Lord is with us? Indeed the lying pen of the scribes hath wrought falsehood. (9) The wise men are confounded, they are dismayed and taken; for they have cast away the Word of the Lord, and there is no wisdom in them.

BLACKHAT
Registered User
User ID: 138847
Today 03:41 AM

Post: #296
Signs of His soon return
Jesus Loves You All
Still not too late to have him in your life
Repent while you still have time
As above So below Always
Remember that Jesus Controls it All
No one is prefect, but Jesus Himself

Jacob was a cheater,
Peter had a temper,
David had an affair,
Noah got drunk,
Jonah ran from God,
Paul was a murderer,
Gideon was insecure,
Miriam was a gossip,
Martha was a worrier,
Thomas was a doubter.

QUOTED
My reason for bringing up canonized and uncanonized was to make the point that many of the words and scripture that the primitive Church used and lived by were dismissed because of wicked men in high places after the apostacy. The word of God and His prophets were being distorted and twisted as early as 80 AD. By the 300 AD the truth was completely lost through precepts of men.

The New Testament is not only the word of God and Christ but also a history of that era showing that the apostles spent a majority of their time setting the churches straight and trying to keep them inline with truth. It is the nature of man, especially the early Christians. They were Jewish, and it was difficult for Jesus and his apostles to teach them to give up many of their Old Testament ways.

There is so much depth, so many layers in the teachings, it was perfectly written so that those with ears would hear and eyes to see. All see the beautiful basics, the milk as the apostles put it. Few go on to discover the meat that the apostles spoke of. It is all given through the Holy Ghost in revelation.

beloved, MAN WROTE THE NT. IT IS NOT THE WORD OF GOD. HUman who has become God knowing of the Father Within him, and seeks advice and union with the Fother within, is the Word of God, he who LIVES in God knowing. NONE of it was given thru the holy ghost. there is no such thing. 3rd Person Trinity is Evolutionary MIND that pervades the creation. The apostles mostly did not understand their teacher and went amuck in the muck. And most of them wrote NOTHING, could not write even, others wrote it in their names or from passed down material. The apostles did not know the meat. Most of them anyway.

Please people, there was ONE person at the time who actually took NOTES at the side of Jesus and that was JUDAS who didi not betray him. Those words are mostly available now today in Phoenix Journal #2, translated in fact by the returned JUDAS at Esu Immanuels "side" still now. http://www.freewebs.com/tweeofmeer/pj02.htm please download it and read it all, for it will begin your change into the reality of what WAS back then. Its a BOOK. It will clarify some of what is going on , on forums and elsewhere today. I am that person that was to come, that is mentioned 2000 years ago in it. Today I cry. 😢😢😢 Again.

Mysteries, now that you read it, how about Commenting on it. for Esu IS returned and on craft in your skies in fact. Since 1954. the Murdered JFK was taken to meet him personally. And was to announce on the day he was
murdered. Putting back the mission by many many years, that murder.

The trinity is NOT understood, it si not the Daddy of Jesus, Jesus daddy's only son and this odd holy ghost thing. IT IS NOT THAT, it is 3 cosmic energies blended into and working as one. You are entering the cosmic age of man and you must grow out of this stuff. We KNOW you are not ready, which is why the disposition of a special teaching period to assist man out of his retardation of spirit. Which was caused by the dark ones who once owned this world.

Jesus is not your personal savior here, he took back this world from Lucifer.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind. --J. Krishnamurti,
Luke 12:10 And whosoever speaks a word against the Son of Man, it shall be forgiven him; but to him that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost, it shall not be forgiven.

Had there been no thought to tampering with the Scriptures, there would have been no need to write this last admonishment to those in charge of them:

Rev. 22: 18,19 For I testify to every one that hears the words of the prophecy of this book: If any man shall add to these things, God shall add to him the plagues written in this book. (19) And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his art out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from these things that are written in this book.

Also to be found in the OT:

Deut. 4:2 You shall not add to the word that I speak to you; neither shall you take away from it. Keep the Commandments of the Lord your God which I commanded you.

Jeremiah 8:8,9
How do you say: We are wise, and the law of the Lord is with us? Indeed the lying pen of the scribes hath wrought falsehood. (9) The wise men are confounded, they are dismayed and taken; for they have cast away the Word of the Lord, and there is no wisdom in them.
Still not to late to have him in your life
Repent while you still have time
As above So below Always
Remember that Jesus Controls it All
No one is prefect, but Jesus Himself

wrong again. I am a perfected being from Paradise. Jesus does not control it all. But he is perfected also. the repentance is for those of the lucifer rebellion if they wish to attain again the realms they left. It has nothing to do with religion. You do not know. You are to become perfected in the distant future and there are many many perfect beings, uncountable in fact in any numbers man has.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind.

--J. Krishnamurti,

I suppose I'd be willing to debate the rational behind your thinking but I’m sure the slide into delusion would soon be apparent to all.

Jesus speaks of hell and everlasting punishment:
Matt. 16:28 Amen, I say to you, there are some of them that stand here that shall not taste death until they see the Son of Man coming in His kingdom. (Also Mark 8:39)

Matt. 25:41 Then He shall say to them also that shall be on His left hand: Depart from me, you cursed, into everlasting fire, which was prepared for the devil and his angels.

Matt. 25:46 And these shall go into everlasting punishment; but the just shall go into life everlasting.

The fire is everlasting, but mercy is even there for those imprisoned for their unrepentent sins except for blaspheming the Holy Ghost:

Luke 12:59 I say to you that you shall not go out from there until you have paid the last farthing.

Mark 3:29 But he that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost shall never have forgiveness, but shall be guilty of an everlasting sin.

Luke 12:10 And whosoever speaks a word against the Son of Man, it shall be forgiven him; but to him that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost, it shall not be forgiven.

Had there been no thought to tampering with the Scriptures, there would have been no need to write this last admonishment to those in charge of them:

Rev. 22: 18,19 For I testify to every one that hears the words of the prophecy of this book: If any man shall add to these things, God shall add to him the plagues written in this book. (19) And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his art out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from these things that are written in this book.

Also to be found in the OT:

Deut. 4:2 You shall not add to the word that I speak to you; neither shall you take away from it. Keep the Commandments of the Lord your God which I commanded you.

Jeremiah 8:8,9
How do you say: We are wise, and the law of the Lord is with us? Indeed the lying pen of the scribes hath wrought falsehood. (9) The wise men are confounded, they are dismayed and taken; for they have cast away the Word of the Lord, and there is no wisdom in them.
On the wall of quotes, Jesus never taught hell fire and everlasting punishment. These do not exist and were added to your bible by those nasty 2 legged "evil doers". You like to call them devils I believe. Do Evil.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization
There may be something to this life and it's many universes and size. But if critical thinking has taught me anything, it tells me it is not a religion, it is not a book, it's something else. Whatever that may be. Apparently, size is important. To quote from earthly literature as the end all and be all is but to piss in the wind cos peeps make shit up all the time homie. A rose by any other name is still ......something Shakespeare wrote. Which some critics may concider crap.

LOVELY WE HAVE a THINKER HERE! Thankyou 😊

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind.

--J. Krishnamurti,

Post: #303
Signs of His soon return
Maggie Wrote:
dig Wrote:
BJ Wrote:
Jesus speaks of hell and everlasting punishment:

Matt. 16:28 Amen, I say to you, there are some of them that stand here that shall not taste death until they see the Son of Man coming in His kingdom. (Also Mark 8:39)

Matt. 25:41 Then He shall say to them also that shall be on His left hand: Depart from me, you cursed, into everlasting fire, which was prepared for the devil and his angels.

Matt. 25:46 And these shall go into everlasting punishment; but the just shall go into life everlasting.

The fire is everlasting, but mercy is even there for those imprisoned for their unrepentent sins except for blaspheming the Holy Ghost:

Luke 12:59 I say to you that you shall not go out from there until you have paid the last farthing.
Mark 3:29 But he that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost shall never have forgiveness, but shall be guilty of an everlasting sin.

Luke 12:10 And whosoever speaks a word against the Son of Man, it shall be forgiven him; but to him that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost, it shall not be forgiven.

Had there been no thought to tampering with the Scriptures, there would have been no need to write this last admonishment to those in charge of them:

Rev. 22: 18,19 For I testify to every one that hears the words of the prophecy of this book: If any man shall add to these things, God shall add to him the plagues written in this book. (19) And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his art out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from these things that are written in this book.

Also to be found in the OT:

Deut. 4:2 You shall not add to the word that I speak to you; neither shall you take away from it. Keep the Commandments of the Lord your God which I commanded you.

Jeremiah 8:8,9
How do you say: We are wise, and the law of the Lord is with us? Indeed the lying pen of the scribes hath wrought falsehood. (9) The wise men are confounded, they are dismayed and taken; for they have cast away the Word of the Lord, and there is no wisdom in them.

On the wall of quotes, Jesus never taught hell fire and everlasting punishment. these do not exist and were added to your bible by those nasty 2 legged "evil doers". you like to call them devils I believe. Do Evil.
The devil is real. You never know because you never put him to the test. Nor do the so-called enlightened have the truth, but an elaborate deception.

BJ
User ID: 105820
Today 04:03 AM
Post: #304
Signs of His soon return
Black H@t Wrote:
Jesus Loves You All
Still not to late to have him in your life
Repent while you still have time
As above So below Always
Remember that Jesus Controls it All
No one is prefect, but Jesus Himself

Thanks for weighing in, Black Hat. It's such a simple thing to do! Love the good and turn from being the bad guy. The rewards are awesome.

LoP Guest
Post: #305
Signs of His soon return
BJ Wrote:
Black H@t Wrote:
Still not to late to have him in your life
Jesus Loves You All
Repent while you still have time
As above So below Always
Remember that Jesus Controls it All
No one is prefect, but Jesus Himself

link to image: http://i47.tinypic.com/hsqd8k.jpg

Thanks for weighing in, Black Hat. It's such a simple thing to do! Love the good and
turn from being the bad guy. The rewards are awesome.
In the afterlife, there is neither reward nor punishment, only consequences. And
maximizing your potential requires knowing your shortcomings. Imperfect beings such
as ourselves struggle with ego. It is our ego that we must overcome.

---

Post: #306
Signs of His soon return
Remember, God's holy church taught, the earth is the center of the universe,
everything is revolving around us.7
For a price, reach absolution in the after life.
Hey! Let's burn witches, make a sign, in the air of the cross and sprinkle 'holy water'
and think that actually changed something or meant something.
That's just insane.
It is easy to see, in this day and age, how wrong it is, yet somehow, they have carried
it over into the 21st century.
No one is gonna die over his or get martyred. (We hope)
Religion will simply die.
It's evolution.
Long after your gone and no one remembers your name, humans will, hopefully,
eradicate religion as a staple.
But who cares...right?!

---

Post: #307
Signs of His soon return
LoP Guest Wrote:
Maggie Wrote:
dig Wrote:

link to image: http://i.imgur.com/DbCBhBU.jpg

On the wall of quotes, Jesus never taught hell fire and everlasting punishment. These
do not exist and were added to your bible by those nasty 2 legged "evil doers". You
like to call them devils I believe. Do Evil.
The devil is real. You never know because you never put him to the test. Nor do the
so-called enlightened have the truth, but an elaborate deception.
Na, how about, not real eh?
On the wall of quotes, Jesus never taught hell fire and everlasting punishment. These do not exist and were added to your bible by those nasty 2 legged "evil doers". You like to call them devils I believe. Do Evil. The devil is real. You never know because you never put him to the test. Nor do the so-called enlightened have the truth, but an elaborate deception.

you have the deception, there is no devil. You can read my posts of the WHAT IS in this thread on the topics of satan and lucifer and the planetary prince. There are only good guys and evil guys and a lot of inbetweeners while they decide to be good or evil. While you guys focused on this horse shit, you world goes into destruction you have allowed while you were evil or inbetweeners. Ponder this.

"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true." - Søren Kierkegaard

http://www.abundanthope.net/pages/ The 2nd Coming Global Organization

When you call yourself an Indian or a Muslim or a Christian or a European, or anything else, you are being violent. Do you see why it is violent? Because you are separating yourself from the rest of mankind. When you separate yourself by belief, by nationality, by tradition, it breeds violence. So a man who is seeking to understand violence does not belong to any country, to any religion, to any political party or partial system; he is concerned with the total understanding of mankind.

---

BJ

Signs of His soon return

LoP Guest _Wrote:

BJ _Wrote:

Black H@t _Wrote:

Jesus Loves You All
Still not to late to have him in your life
Repent while you still have time
As above So below Always
Remember that Jesus Controls it All
No one is prefect, but Jesus Himself

link to image: http://i47.tinypic.com/hsqd8k.jpg
Thanks for weighing in, Black Hat. It's such a simple thing to do! Love the good and turn from being the bad guy. The rewards are awesome. In the afterlife, there is neither reward nor punishment, only consequences. And maximizing your potential requires knowing your shortcomings. Imperfect beings such as ourselves struggle with ego. It is our ego that we must overcome.

Nah, there is reward! Peace forever is reward enough, though. What we must overcome is not ego, but lies and deception as noted by an above poster. So many deceived wish to teach what they choose to believe and not what is written in Scripture.

Channeling spirits can only bring deception which is readily passed on by the deceived as "truth". The Apostles warned long ago that these would appear in the latter times.

---

**666 Is Now**
Registered User
User ID: 156626
Today 04:23 AM

**Post: #310**
Signs of His soon return
Oh. You guys are still posting on this thread.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

---

**Angry Bird**
Registered User
User ID: 156590
Today 04:24 AM

**Post: #311**
Signs of His soon return
BJ wrote:
LoP Guest wrote:
BJ wrote:
Thanks for weighing in, Black Hat. It's such a simple thing to do! Love the good and turn from being the bad guy. The rewards are awesome. In the afterlife, there is neither reward nor punishment, only consequences. And maximizing your potential requires knowing your shortcomings. Imperfect beings such as ourselves struggle with ego. It is our ego that we must overcome.

Nah, there is reward! Peace forever is reward enough, though. What we must overcome is not ego, but lies and deception as noted by an above poster. So many deceived wish to teach what they choose to believe and not what is written in Scripture.

Channeling spirits can only bring deception which is readily passed on by the deceived as "truth". The Apostles warned long ago that these would appear in the latter times.

i myself find it hard to believe anyone would read what she writes....

If anyone claims God demands worship, they are a liar until they provide

---

-- AH- Candace LOP, Signs of His soon return. # 02 -- page. 101
book chapter and verse.
And not some crap about Israel or seeking people out either
Favorite people to nitpick, maggite and twinkle toes.
And quit calling my bible a religion!

---

The Evil AC
I am not a number!!!
User ID: 666
Today 04:25 AM

Post: #312
Signs of His soon return
Troll Hunter _Wrote:
Can we all agree on one thing?
That religion has some ancient truth
but 99.99% of everything pertaining to it
IS PURE BULLSHIT
Take it for what it is
A beliefs system based on
a collection of misinterpreted
stories written by mortals
thousands of years ago
whom claim to know
the will of a being
Far beyond their comprehension
all those who spend a life
in pursuit of this
have missed the point

666 Is Now
Registered User
User ID: 156626
Today 04:30 AM

Post: #313
Signs of His soon return
The Evil AC _Wrote:
Troll Hunter _Wrote:
Can we all agree on one thing?
That religion has some ancient truth
but 99.99% of everything pertaining to it
IS PURE BULLSHIT
Take it for what it is
A beliefs system based on
a collection of misinterpreted
stories written by mortals
thousands of years ago
whom claim to know
the will of a being
Far beyond their comprehension
all those who spend a life
in pursuit of this
have missed the point

I didn't miss the point.

God died, so we could have everlasting life.
That's the point.
If we don't enter into life, we end up in burning hell.
Pretty simple to me.

http://www.666themark.com/
(I couldn't forgive myself if you end up in hell.)

Troll Hunter
Registered User
User ID: 63168
Today 04:33 AM

Post: #314
Signs of His soon return
666 Is Now Wrote:
The Evil AC Wrote:
Troll Hunter Wrote:
Can we all agree on one thing?
That religion has some ancient truth
but 99.99% of everything pertaining to it
IS PURE BULLSHIT
Take it for what it is
A beliefs system based on
a collection of misinterpreted
stories written by mortals
thousands of years ago
whom claim to know
the will of a being
Far beyond their
comprehension
all those who
spend a life
in pursuit
of this

have missed the point

I didn't miss the point.

God died, so we could have everlasting life.
That's the point.
If we don't enter into life, we end up in burning hell.
Pretty simple to me.
THATS BULLSHIT
FEAR MONGERING
PLAIN AND SIMPLE
You better Live the way I tell you to or......
BURN IN HELL
FUCK YOU AND YOUR GOD

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 156626
Today 04:40 AM

Post: #315
Signs of His soon return
Troll Hunter Wrote:
666 Is Now Wrote:
The Evil AC Wrote:

I didn't miss the point.

God died, so we could have everlasting life.
That's the point.
If we don't enter into life, we end up in burning hell.
Pretty simple to me.
THATS BULLSHIT
FEAR MONGERING
PLAIN AND SIMPLE
You better Live the way I tell you to or......
BURN IN HELL
FUCK YOU AND YOUR GOD

It's not about living a certain way. Nothing a person does makes them worthy of heaven.

It's about becoming born again and taking on the God-Nature.

God cannot abide sin. He detests it.

So He deems it necessary to judge sin and sinners.
But He gave us a fire escape.

His Son, Jesus of Nazareth.

Now, it's up to the person to repent and enter into life.
God doesn't force anyone.